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PREFACE

It is my pleasure to be able to make contributions to INTOR

Workshop by this Japanese National Report which summarizes Japanese

activities during Phase 2A of INTOR.Workshop in 1981 and 1982.

It has been accomplished by JAERI with extensive cooperation by

universities and industries.

I deeply express my acknowledgement to IAEA and three other

participant countries or organization for their cooperation.

October, 1982

S. Mori

( Executive Director,
Japan Atomic Energy
Research Insitute )
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I. Introduction

National Report of Japan summarized Japanese contributions to Phase 2A

activities. It aims to make INTOR more compact and simple and to reduce

its cost.

Many ideas were, introduced and, as INTOR J-II, a consistent modefica-

tion of INTOR could be drawn.

At assessment, attention was paid on keeping its design consistent when

some modification is applied.

We hope the Japanese National Report contributes to make INTOR more

realistic and attractive and to show some orientation for domestic next

generation machines as well as INTOR.

Major organizations which contributed to National Report are:

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

University of Tokyo

and

Toshiba Ltd.

Kawasaki Heavy Industry Co.

under contracts with Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute.
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CHAPTER I I

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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CHAPTER II 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
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1. Introduction

Critical issues identified at the beginning of Phase 2A of INTOR

Workshop have been cosistently investigated through design activities of

INTOR J-II, which is a modification of Japanese version of INTOR at Phase 1

activity (INTOR J). It aims to be a compact tokamak experimental reactor

with major parameters as shown in Table II-l. The cross sectional view of

INTOR J-II is shown in Fig.II-1.

Some concepts proposed by INTOR Workshop, such as pumped limiter,

were introduced to INTOR J-II. Specific topics given by Workshop, like a

tritium permeation, were also assessed.

In the following sections, results of Phase 2A activities are

summarized.

Table II-l Major Parameters

Major radius
Plasma radius
Plasma elongation
Av. Ion temperature
Av. Ion density
Toroidal field on chamber
Plasma current
Safety factor
Toroidal beta
Burn time
Duty cycle
One turn resistance
Disruption time constant
Disruption frequency
Shell effect
Break down voltage
Integrated pulse number

5.3 m
1.2 m
1.6
10 keV
1.4xl020m-3

axis 5.5 T
6.4 MA
2.1
5.6 7.
200 s
70 - 80 X
0.2 mft
20ms ,
1 - 5xl0"J

50 ms
70 V.
7X103

-4-
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2. Plasma Performance

Major items discussed in INTOR phase IIA are plasma confinement

and beta limits, toroidal field ripple losses, burn temperature control,

equilibrium control, wave heating of ion cyclotron range of frequency,

lower hybrid heating and current drive by lower hybrid wave.

As far as plasma confinement and beta limit are concerned, the

data base has been improved by recent neutral beam heating experiments

in Doublet III and JFT-II. Doublet III with elongation and aspect

ratio similar to the INTOR reference operating point has achieved

<3> ~ 3. 3 % with no evidence that limiting value is being approached.

In Doublet III and JFT-II experiments, the global energy confinement

time in beam heated plasma appears tc be a weak function of plasma

density and toroidal field, whide the confinement time is improved

by increasing plasma current. Despite the inadequency of INTOR scaling

to describe these parameter dependences, the numerical values of the

measured confinement time in the case of similar heating power density

to the INTOR case still fit the data relatively well. Thus the INTOR

operating parameters need not be changed at this time.

Toroidal field ripple losses of bulk plasma, fast ions produced

by neutral beam injection and alpha particles are evaluated by Monte-

Carlo code. When applied to INTOR case, thermal ripple losses are

not an important factor in the energy balance at the ripple levels

under consideration. The ripple induced fast ion losses for neutral

beam heating is estimated to be 40-50 % of the injected power in the

case of injection energy 150 keV at toroidal ripple 6 =1.2 % at the

plasma edges. Detail analysis of alpha particle losses is performed.

The power loss is predominantly in particles of energy in excess of

3 MeV and the losses are localized in the region near out board mid-

plane in the plane of the toroidal field coils. The power lose at to-

roidal ripple 6 = 1.2 % at the plasma edge amounts to 15-25 % of the

alpha power and reaches values in excess of 1 MW/m2 corresponding to

a peaking factor of around 20. We conclude that <5 =1.2 % design speci-

fication appears compatible with physics requirement but the further

analysis on fast-ions and alpha losses is necessary.
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2. P1asma Performance 
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Burn temperature control by compression and decompression is

analyzed. This method may be one of the candidates of burn temperature

control. Further analysis is necessary on such as density control

by changing the recycling condition and pellet injection, beta limits

or control of ripple induced losses.

The model calculations on the effectiveness of passive loop on

vertical position control is performed and it is shown that 24 toroidal

segments of passive loop can be used effectively. The characteristics

of feedback sytem of vertical position contr " using active coils with

the passive loops is analyzed and the feasibil. y of vertical position

control of these system.is confirmed.

The physics data base for heating in the ion cyclotron range of

frequencies (ICRF) has improved especially in PLT experiments. Bench-

mark calculation of INTOR plasma heating by the second harmonic deu-

terium mode is carried out and it is found that strong single pass

absorption occurs when T,(o) > 1 keV and central deuterium K"iting

is dominant when T.(o) < 10 keV and electron heating with a fairly

broad spatial distribution progressively supplants the ion heating

as the electron temperatures increases. Preliminary calculations of

ignition approach by ICRF heating are made by one dimensional trans-

port code with the power deposition profile given in benchmark calcu-

lation. It is shown that heating power of 50-70 MW is enough to ig-

nite the INTOR plasma. For an ICRF launcher, 2 x 2 arrays of loop

antenna per one port is is designed to feed 12.5 MW.

Lower hybrid heating (LHH) is attractive because of the engineer-

ing simplicity of its waveguide launching system. Although data base

of high power heating experiments is not sufficient yet, several plans

of multi-megawatt heating experiments are being prepared. Numerical

simulation of lower hybrid heating in INTOR plasma is carried out and

it is shown that the real time feedback control of RF parameters of

phase difference, power and frequency is necessary and satisfactory

heating efficiency can be expected for optimum heating performance.

Concepts for launching structure of waveguids is provided to feed 85

MW from 4 ports.

Current drive by lower hybrid wave has been demonstrated by JFT-II
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and a number of tokamaks and form a generally consistent picture.

Preliminary estimation of RF power deposition and generated current

profiles are carried out by use of Fokker-Planck equation coupled to

an energy loss term and quasi-linear diffusion term. However data

base at the present time still remains inadequate for contemplating

using this mechanism for steady-state concept of 1NTOR primarilly due

to its limitation to low density operation. This subject shoule be

one of the important items of R and D.

Relative advantages and disadvantages of ICRF, LHH and NBI (neu-

tral beam injection) are considered for the reference heating method

of INTOR plasma. The following points are considered as important

items

1) ICRF experimental status: Duirng the past three years ion cyclo-

tron heating has made considerably progress (T.(o) ̂ 3 .5 keV by

3.2 MW in PLT).

2) LHH experimental status: Data base of LHH in high power level

is not adequate ye1: at the present time. However several plans

of multi-megawatt experiments are being prepared and the experi-

mental and theoretical studies of current drive by lower hybrid

wave is in rapid progress.

3) NBI experimental status: There is more experience with NBI than

with ICRF.

4) Global technological and economical considerations make ICRF and

LHH more desirable than NBI for use on a reactor, because of the

remoteness of the sensitive components from the reactor core, high

system efficiency and easier maintenances.

On the basis of these consideration it is recommended that ion

cyclotron heating be adopted as the reference heating method for the

INTOR phase IIA design concept, although it is recognized that this

choice entails a somewhat higher physics risk. Neutral beam heating

is taken to be back up option and lower hybrid heating and the current

drive are to be important items of R and D.
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3. Impurity Control and First Wall

Along the main line of the INTOR Phase IIA workshop, the pumped limiter

concept was added as a challenging impurity control method, which could

results in a potential saved cost by reduction in a reactor size and power

supplies, and simplification in reactor structures, in addition to the

single-null poloidal divertor. Major efforts were centered on the pumped

limiter study, and the divertor research, the reference impurity control

method of the INTOR Phase One conceptual design, was continued to obtain

better understanding.

According to temperatures of scrape-off layers being in contact with

the pumped limiter, scrape-off plasma conditions can be classified into

three representative regimes. Studies from plasma physics standpoint are

concentrated on what kinds of conditions are necessary for realizing the

above three regimes, and what are the most plausible scrape-off plasma

parameters. Based on those studies, engineering items on the pumped limiter

are intensively discussed, such as limiter materials suitable to the each

regime, limiter shape and structure, limiter temperature and thermal stress,

electromagnetic forces at disruptions, erosion by sputtering and disrup-

tions, and life time.

Advantage of the pumped limiter operation with high temperature scrape-

off plasma (700 - 1000 eV at edge of the main plasma), in which only low-Z

materials are allowed for limiter surface with their self-sputterling coef-

ficient of below unity, is relatively small erosion rate by sputtering

mainly due to its small particle flux in comparison with the middle temper-

ature range. Major uncertainties to be concerned are increment in the

pumping requirement due to low density in the scrape-off layer, reduction

in impurity shielding function of scrape-off plasmas, and troublesome arcing.

Experimentally, there has been no observation on such high temperature
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scrape-off plasmas as of now. On the basis of those considerations, it is

concluded that the high temperature scrape-off operation would be fairly

difficult to be successfully attained in the INTOR.

The extremely low temperature scrape-off layer (10 - 30 ev) could be

obtained positive utilization of impurities. Its major advantages are

remarkable reduction in the heat load onto the pumped limiter and probable

stable automatic control of low scrape-off temperature stemmed from strong

temperature dependence of self-sputtering around unity, with appropriate

choice on limiter materials. That harmonized coexistence with impurities

would also be indispensable impurity control for future final tokamak

reactors. Uncertainties with large concerns in the low temperature regime

are just reliability of desirable coexistence. Those uncertainties on

related data base are so large that choosing it as a reference impurity

control is hesitated.

The middle temperature scrape-off layer (100 - 200 eV) could be likely

to be realized in most probable, and it is a major factor in trade-off

among the three temperature regimes. Other conditions of the middle tem-

perature scrape-off layer are severe for the limiter. For instance, limiter

material could be limited to low-Z materials from considerations on its

self-sputtering yield with below unity, and large erosion by sputtering

mainly due to its large particle flux is critical for its life time.

As for evacuation performance by the pumped limiter, recent experimental

and theoretical results have fostered confidence that particles guided to

the backside of the limiter can be evacuated, though some uncertainties

still remain in its pumping speed requirement, which fortunately has tendency

to decrease.

Major concerns for the pumped limiter in the physics aspect still lie

in its removability of heat load reaching 100 MW and accompanied impurity
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issues. Properly contoured pumped litniter, e.g. in a way that heat flux

density becomes uniform, can be designed to receive its heat load within

the permissible level. The engineering studies on the limiter are per-

formed for the typical shaped limiter with its heat load density of 2 - 3

2
MW/m . The heat removability at the lim.tter chips is strongly connected

to the pumping performance, and it is a large factor for specifying pumping

speed.

As for impurity controlability by the divertor, remarkable progresses

in experimental and theoretical studies have been made, and make its posi-

tion secure as a reference impurity control in the INTOR. The increase in

the scrape-off plasma density enhances the recycling particles in the

divertor region and make it possible to operate the divertor with high

density and probably low temperature, which could result in reduction of

limiter surface sputtering. Moreover, taking account of radiation energy

loss by fuel and impurities, considerable reduction of heat load on the

divertor surface could be expected optimistically. The enhanced recycling

can ease the pumping requirement as well. That way, the high density

divertor operation could be favorable for reducing engineering difficulties.

From the viewpoint of physics, especially scrape-off plasma parameters,

the followings are recommended for the critical issue of impurity control.

1) The middle temperature regime of the scrape-off layer is recom-

mended for the limiter operation.

2) For the INTOR reference impurity control the divertor, especially

with high density, is recommended in comparison with the pumped

limiter.

Based on the physics studies, the pumped limiter is engineeringly

investigated from many facets. The pumped limiter is decided to be placed

at the bottom of the chamber from physics and engineering considerations.

The major factor for selection of the bottom is that it can avoid trouble-
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some interactions with other systems, such as heating devices and testing

modules, especially an interaction with the shell structure indispensable

for plasma position and shape control.

The limiter structure is determined to be a shaped limiter with

double blades curving around a plasma core mainly from considerations on

restrictions on heat load density onto the limiter surface and on particle

exhaust requirement. The simple flat-type limiter, which could be much

preferable to the shaped one in many engineering items, e.g. reactor size,

maintenance and replacement of limiter, and its fablication, never meet

the restriction on the allowable heat flux density, and the single-blade

limiter also makes heat load and/or pumping requirements more demanding.

That way, marked abatement in reactor size, which was expected at the

beginning, can not be attained successfully, but the power supply for

plasma shaping can be remarkably diminished compared with the divertor.

For scrape-off plasmas with middle-high temperatures, candidate limiter

surface materials are restricted within low-Z materials, because other

materials (metal) have their self-sputtering yield beyond unity in the

above temperature range. As representative candidate materials are in-

vestigated C, SiC, TiC, Be.

2
Under conditions such as heat load densities of 1 - 2 MW/m and 2 - 3

2
MW/m at the limiter chips and the other part of the limiter, temperature

distributions°and related thermal stresses inside the limiter are analized.

The temperatures are, of course, dependent upon materials thermal conduct-

ance and limiter structure, especially strongly upon conditions of attach-

ment between limiter surface and heat sink materials. The limiter, con-

nected simply machanically between them, suffers high surface temperature

of more than 1000°C. For surface materials, such as carbon, the sputtering

yield of which depends strongly their temperature, the thermally complete
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attachment is indispensable for them. Furthermore, taking temperature

rise by disruptions into account, the ideal bonding could be unavoidable

for all materials. Remarkable progress has been recently made in bonding

technique between Cu and SiC, where new SiC has superior thermal conduct-

ivity (about 5 times) beyond usual one-.

On the basis of recent experimental data on disruptions, disruption

scenario for the INTOR was changed during the Phase IIA workshop. In the

new disruption scenario, the limiter/divertor plates, which were not assumed

to receive directly plasma energy in the Phase One, are changed to accept

considerable part of plasma energy, which unfortunately makes limiter/

divertor design more difficult. Erosion of surface materials at disruptions

is analized including evaporation effect of materials, and countenueasures

;for electromagnetic forces accompanied with disruptions are also reflected

on limiter/divertor design, especially on their life estimation.

[ Erosion of limiter plates by particle sputtering, a major factor de-

termining a life time of the limiter, becomes more severe in the middle

temperature range than in the high, because of the enhanced particle flux

and the large sputtering yield near its maximum. It is considered to

amount to 1 - 2 cm/year in low-Z material litniters. The thickness of sur-

face materials is governed by temperature of limiter and scrape-off plasma

parameters in connection with magnetic configurations. Especially, its

thickness at the chips is severely restricted, e.g. less than 0.5 cm, for

keeping sufficient particle flux guided into the backside of the limiter.

The fact leads to the frequent replacement of the limiter, e.g. once a year.

In actual situations, however, most of sputtered particles, whether they

are shielded in the scrape-off layer or they penetrate into the main plasma,

necesarrily return back to the limiter surface, and the actual erosion

rate will be extremely reduced, though in those cases spatial profiles of
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erosion and redeposition are much critical for life time estimation.

Physical properties of redeposited material, therefore, uust be paid some

attention. Further studies on those fields should be promoted.

Judging from overall investigations, the following conclusions and

recommendations can be extracted.

New SiC, which has good thermal conduction, is excellent in heat

removability and bonding technique, however, it has some uncertainties

with concern in reduction of thermal conduction by irradiation, redepo-

sition of two-element material, and sputtering yield of Si approaching

unity.

Carbon, especially pyrolytic carbon with good thermal conduction, is

beneficial to heat removability as well, however, some concerns with it

are bonding item of carbon and heat sink, physical properties of redepo-

sited material, and irradiation effect on thermal conduction.

Based on those conclusions, the recommendations for the impurity

control issue are as follows.

The middle temperature scrape-off layer is selected for the pumped

limiter from its likelihood in the INTOR operation, and the carbon limiter

is recommended as a reference.

In comparison between the limiter and divertor, the divertor is

recommended for the INTOR reference impurity control.

-14-
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4. Testing

In the Phase 2A Workshop, testing in INTOR was examined as a

technical issue. During the workshop, emphasis has been given to

the examination of neutron fluence required to "material testing so

that less effort was given to the examination of the other areas.

For the purpose of discussion on testing to be done in INTOR,

it is necessary to delineate the characteristics of the DEMO, which

will be constructed after INTOR. The major characteristics of DEMO

were defined as follows in the light of the present state of the

art of the fusion technology.

Fusion power: 1000-2000 MWt (300-600 MWe)

Tritium breeding ratio (net): larger than 1.0

2
Neutron wall load: 3 MW/m

o
Heat load on first wall: 0.8 MW/m

Operation mode: steady state or quasi-steady state

Availability: 50 - 70 %

2
Neutron fluence on first wall: 10 - 15 MWy/m

In order to provide the data base for designing DEMO, testing

of structural material of austenitic stainless steel in INTOR up to

2
a neutron fluence of 6-7 MWy/m is highly desirable, because substantial

degradation of the material will be observed beyond the fluence of

2
that lavel. Testing up to 2 MWy/m will provide little useful inform-

2
ation to DEMO. Therefore, testing up to at least 3 MWy/m should

be aimed at in INTOR.

From the view point of overall characteristics as stractural
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material for fusion reactor, austenitic stainless steel seems at

present the only realistic material which can be used up to DEMO.

Strong effort should be made to develop new alloys to be used for

future fusion reactors, in parallel to that to improve the austenitic

2
stainless steel. Fluence of 6-7 MWy/m in fusion reactors can be

23 2
simulated by irradiation fo about 10 n/cm in fission reactors.

INTOR will play an important role to correlate the data from simul-

ation experiments ot those under real fusion environment.

From the investigation of benefits of long term operation of

INTOR components, it turned out to be necessary to establish a

procedure through which the data should be collected from operation

of INTOR components, so that it can provide the data base for design-

ing DEMO. Operation of INTOR will create a similar environment to

that of DEMO and provide very useful information of components and

systems to lead to a more reliable DEMO to be built.
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5. Trit ium

5.1 Introduction

Tritium breeding blanket is incorporated in the INTOR design based

on economic and tritium availability considerations. In Phase II A,

critical issues on 'Tritium', which were identified during the Phase I

Workshop, were investigated. Main objectives of Phase II A are to

develop a tritium breeding blanket and to evaluate tritium containment.

The reference blanket concept is based on solid breeder which offers the

advantages of engineering design simplicity and relatively low stored

chemical energy. From the viewpoints of continuous extraction of generated

tritium, there exist various uncertainties in design parameters. It is

indispensable to develop a tritium breeding blanket concept which is less

sensitive to the uncertainties. Accumulation of basic data and revision

of a tritium breeding blanket were done on the critical issues mentioned

below and the future R&D items were identified.

1 Tritium Permeation into Primary Coolant

- Evaluate models and experimental data for tritium permeation

- Estimate tritium permeation rates into water coolants of first

wall and divertor/limiter plates

- Determine the maximum permissible concentration of tritium in

water coolant

- Compare methods for tritium separation from water coolant

- Calculate tritium inventory in first wall and divertor/limiter

plates
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2 Tritium Contamination of Reactor Environment

- Identify 'routine and normal' and accidental sources of tritium

contamination in the reactor environment

- Confirm a strategy for building air circulation

- Evaluate plausibility of personnel access strategy

- Calculate tritium dose to persons in key locations in reactor

building

3 Tritium Breeding Blanket

- Completion of data base for the reference solid breeder material

(Li2O)

° thermophysical properties

° operation temperature range

o data/model required in evaluation of tritium extraction and

inventory

•« compatibility with structural material

° improvement of effective thermal conductivety of breeder

- Revision of tritium breeding blanket design

5.2 Tritium Permeation into Coolant

The mail; source of tritium contamination in reactor environment

during normal operation of INTOR is tritiated water leaking from primary

cooling system. It is important, therefore, to precisely evaluate tritium

permeation into the water coolant when designing primary coolant tritium

processing system and air cleaning system of reactor hall and evaluating

productivity of personnel in the reactor hall.
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The INTOR first wall and divertor plate are exposed to large flux

densities of energetic neutral/charged tritium. Returning rate of

implanted tritium to the plasma region plays an important role with

regard to determining the permeation rate into the coolant. This

returning rate appears to be limited by diffusion process and/or surface

recombination rates. The implanted tritium release rate into the coolant

is evaluated by using the diffusion and recombination models.

The tritium permeation rates through the first wall for INTOR

conditions are estimated as 2 Ci/day by the diffusion model and 50 Ci/day

by the recombination model, respectively. It seems from this results

that recombination rather than diffusion is the rate limiting process for

desorption of tritium from injected surface for the. first wall. However,

the near surface tritium concentration obtained from recombination model

is strongly affected by the surface condition, such as cleanliness,

roughness, etc. The permeation rate through the divertor plate is

remarkably as large as 620 Ci/day by the diffusion model. For lack of

date of recombination rate constant Kr on tungsten, the estimation by

the recombination model is not done. From these results, it was estimated

that the total tritium permeation through the first wall and divertor

plates into the coolant was at the level of about 1,000 Ci/day.

In order to maintain the tritium levels in the primary coolant at

low level, a tritiated water processing unit in the Primary Cooling System

is installed. Various isotopic separation processes have been discussed

for tritium processing method.

Water distillation process is a fundamentally simple technique

employing simple equipments to perform a separation of diverse constituents
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and utilizing the differences in boiling point and volatility of isotopes.

Water distillation process is selected as a Primary Coolant Tritium

Processing System in INTOR, and system design has been carried out.

It is found that anticipated triciutn concentration in primary

coolant is less than 62 Ci/m assuming- a tritium permeation rate of

620 Ci/day. And the technical feasibility of this process is shown

with a high assurance of success.

Further experimental study is required under the conditions close

to the actual INTOR conditions, considering irradiation effects including

trapping effect and barrier effect by oxide film layer and coating because

data on tritium permeation are not sufficent.

5.3 Tritium Contamination of Reactor Environment

Large quantities of tritium are produced in INTOR, and leakage into

the reactor building will occur during normal operation, maintenance

operation and accidents.

Personnel access for maintenance is desired 24 hours after shutdown.

Protection of some level is required. However, the degree of protection

significantly affects worker productivity. Thus _t is important that

air detritiation systems are able to achieve timely decontamination of

the INTOR reactor hall. However, quantification of these effects is

very complex and difficult.

The approach taken has three steps:

1) Identify tritium sources.

2) Quantify the source terms.
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3) Design appropriate detritiation systems and develop strategies

to minimize the consequences of tritium releases.

The main source of tritium leakage into the reactor room during

normal operation is water coolant leaking from primary coolant system.

When annual leak is assumed to be one percent of coolant hold up volume

of 500 m , tritium leakage into the reactor room would be less than

1.0 Ci/day. Though it seems that tritium release to the environment

through the stack may be allowed, additional effects due to release of

activated products (e.g. Ar , N ) in the reactor room should be also

examined.

During maintenance, tritium due to outgassing from the in-vessel

components is added to the tritium source during normal operation.

The total amount of tritium released into the plasma vacuum vessel

during the reactor maintenance of 4,8 and 24 hours are about 270 Ci,

390 Ci and 660 Ci, respectively. The greater part of this released

tritium depends on the energetic tritium particles which are implanted

into the first wall and the divertor plate during the reactor operation.

However, the release of tritium can be decreased by baking the

structure material prior to the maintenance.

Under the accident conditions of 100 g T release, it is unfeasible

from technical and economical viewpoints to maintain tritium concentration

3
level in the reactor room less than 1MPC (5 uCi/m HTO) 24 hours after

reactor shutdown because capacity of air cleaning system of reactor room

becomes excessive.

Personnel access can be allowed up to the tritium concentration

level of 500 yCi/m by bearing bubble suits with an independent air supply.
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However, the efficiency of a worker, decreases by a factor of _£ 2. The

reduction in the productivity of maintenance personnel due to the use

of bubble suits should be included in the availability estimate for

INTOR. In this case, required capacity of air cleaning system is about

4 3
6 x 10 m /hr. However, when taking account of tritium soaking into

the reactor building walls the capital cost of the detritiation system

will increase remarkably. So it is preferable to design the reactor

room with a rate for minimum surface adsorption.

In order to prevent the tritium contamination of reactor room,

the following methods are considered.

- Baking the contaminated structural materials prior to the

maintenance and/or adopting the compartment system which sub-

divides the atmosphere of the reactor room into several separated

parts to perform maintenance under a tight containment.

5.4 Tritium Breeding Blanket

The solid breeding materials offer the advantages of engineering

design simplicity and relatively low stored chemical energy. The major

question regarding the use of solid breeding materials relates to

tritium recovery. The greatest uncertainty involves the possible effects

of radiation on the tritium release mechanisms, Li-0 is selected as

the reference breeding material in INTOR because of its high breeding

potential, high -melting point and relatively high thermal conductivity.

For in-situ continuous tritium recovery and blanket integrity, the

temperature of breeding material should be controlled above the thermal
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decomposition temperature of LiOT (400°C in INTOR) and below the upper

temperature limit to secure thermodynamic stability of LiJD. In order

to design practicable blanket, test production of Li 0 and update of

data base on the thermophysical properties by experimental and theoretical

study were performed.

It is seen that the sintering of Li 0 starts at temperatures of

850 ^ 900°C and the grain growth becomes appreciable above l,160°C.

The chemical stability of Li-O depends sensitively on temperature and

moisture. By analytical thermodynamic study, at the temperature of

l,000°C under the actual blanket moisture level, the total weight loss

of Li~0 due to LiOH(g) transpiration was estimated to be as much as that

due to burn-up of Li atoms (662 Kg/15 yrs), which is about 0.6 per cent

of the initial charge (110 ton). By simple kinetic theory, however,

during transportation through the pore matrix of the breeder particles

to lower temperature breeder zone, the LiOT(g) molecules are to collide

sufficiently with helium atoms and effectively condense as LiOT(s).

This condensed LiOT(s)/LiOH(s) decomposes to Li2O(s) and HTO(g).

So it seems fairly certain that the amount of LiOT(s) deposit on the

surface of structure materials at low temperature is negligibly small

even if the maximum temperature of Li20 is l,000°C. The weight change

of Li2<3 powder at high temperatures up to l,000°C has been measured

using a thermobalance in the flowing He gas containing various amounts

of moisture. From these experiments, it is deduced that on heating LiOH

phase in Li^O powder decomposes to Li2O and water above 400°C, and in

reverse on cooling Li2O phase and water vapor synthesize LiOH below

325°C.
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This condensed LiOT(s)/LiQH(s) decomposes to Li
2
0(s) and HTO(g). 

So it seems fair1y certain that the amount of LiO・r(s)deposit on the 

surface of structure materia1s at 10w temperature is neg1igib1y sma11 

even if the maximum temperature of L120 is 1，000oC. The weight change 

of Li20 powder at high temperatures up to 1，OOOoC has been measured 

using a thermoba1ance in the f10wing He gas concaining various amounts 

。fmoisture. From these experiments， :lt is deduced that on heating LiOH 

phase in Li
2
0 powder decomposes to Li

2
0 and water above 400oC， and in 

reverse on coo1ing L1
2
0 phase and water vapor synthesize LiOH be10w 

3250C. 
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Vaporized substances from Li_0 powder were observed to be mostly

deposited on the surface of nickel foil lapped inside a quartz tube,

and did not deposit on the cold parts of the quartz tube. Since the

region of nickel foil is kept at high temperature enough to decompose

LiOH, the precipitates of LiOH does ndt retain. There may be no problem

that the vaporization of L±J0 under He atmosphere containing moisture

affects the tritium inventory.

In order to design practicable blanket, uncertainties such as errors

in heating rate and fabrication should be taken into account. It is

important to develop a blanket concept which permits a blanket operation

in a wide range of power density variation.

The blanket examined here is BOT/NM (Breeder Out of Tube/Non

Moderator) type. Coolant tubes are arranged according to the

nuclear heating rate in the breeder which consists of Li?0 pebbles of

1 mm diameter. Gaps for thermal resistance are provided around the

coolant tubes. Standard condition of the gaps for the reference

design is stagnant helium gas of 1 ata. In this case, since the nominal

temperature range of 450°C ^ 700°C is chosen, the permissible power

variation Ap would be the range of 86% % 150% of the nominal power density

in order to keep the breeder temperature within the allowable temperature

range (400°C ^ l,000°C).

When the blanket operation beyond the Ap described above is required,

it seems effective to improve the effective thermal conductivity of the

breeder zone.- For example, if lithium oxide (Li_O) is homogeneously

mixed with beryllium pebbles in the ratio 1 : 1 (volume), the Ap would be

improved to the range of 86% % 173%. The Ap is also enlarged by varying
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the thermal resistance of the gaps around the tubes. This will be realized

by obstructing helium flow, which is assumed to be the standard condition

of the gaps in this case, and making the stagnant condition. This method

makes it possible to operate the blanket in the range below the Ap,

namely, Ap is the range of 32% ̂  75% of the nominal power density. There

are some other methods for active control, e.g. to mix helium and inert

gas such as argon, and to reduce the pressure of helium into the level

where free-molecule thermal conductivity becomes dominant. These methods,

however, requires design of an additional structure and an examination of

influences on the other systems.

Further investigations are required on: i) definition of the range

of power density variation, ii) examination of uncertainties accompanying

the various design parameters, iii) design concept for active control,

iv) improvement of the effective thermal conductivity of the breeder zone.
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6. Mechanical Configuration

The objective of the Phase II-A Mechnical Configuration Critical

Issue Study is to produce a new design concept with a significant re-

duction in the device size and cost with maintaining the plasma shape

and performance from Phase I. An increase in the allowable toroidal

field ripple from 0.75 to 1.2 % was originally proposed. Several im-

portant items have come up to be examined and investigated from the

technical veiw point and engineering feasibility. They are as follows

from A) to E).

A) Relation between TF coil size and torus segmentation

B) Relation between plasma control and PF coil arrangement

C) Selection of pump limiter or divertor

D) Topology of vacuum boundary

E) Repair and maintenance method.

(1) TF coil system

The TF coil number and the bore size were determined to be 12 and

6.6 m (in height) * 9.3 m (in width) respectively by both of the ripple

limit and the space necessary for maintenance of the pump limiter (or

divertor) and the blanket sectors. The actual value of the estimated

ripple at plasma edge is 0.92 %. The key design issues of TF magnet

are the establishment of cryogenic stability and mechanical rigidity

which are closely connected to the cooling method, cconductor structure

and winding method. The pool boiling was eomployed as the cooling

method. The reason for this choice is that the pool boiling method is

simple and nore reliable and is considered more matured technology.
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However, as the forced cooled magnets have some interesting advantages

and potentialities, it is worth noting that the forced cooling method

is also taken into consideration in the near future according to its

technological development. One coil is composed of 22 pancakes, and

3 mm thick cooling spacers exist for the establishment of cooling chan-

nel and pancake-to-pancake electrical insulation. The TF coil conductor

winding is housed in in the helium vessel made of stainless steel.

The centripetal force is to be supported by means of the wedging action

of helium vessels. THe out-of-plane force caused by the interaction

of TF coil current with the poloidal field is withstood by the

support beams welded between the adjacent TF coils.

According to the three-dimensional finite elevent analysis carried

out for pump limiter concept, the maximum stress (membrane and bending

stresses) appearing at the heliudm vessel is 485 MPa and 221 MPa at

the conductor. These values are lower the design criteria of ASME

Sec. III.

(2) PF coil system

Several cases of PF coil configuration such as pump limiter typ,

divertor type and "Universal" type (were studied). "Universal" PF

configuration is to be able to provide the magnetic flux to a pump

limiter plasma and a divertor plasma. These cases are as followings.

Case 1 : Pump limiter operation with small ring coil (Max. radius of

ring coil is 11 m).

Case 2 : Pump limiter operation with Large ring coil (Max. radius of

ring coil is 13 m).

Case 3 : Outboard pump limiter (for plasma center is z«0).
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Case 4 : Divertor/limiter operation with small ring coil (Universal-

Japan type).

Case 5 : Divertor/limiter operation (Universal-INTOR type).

The Case 1 is adopted as reference concept through the examination

of the important factors such as i) impact on overall reactor structure,

ii) power supply capacity, iii) TF coil mechanical strength and

iv) AC losses of coils. In Case 2 and Case 5, as the maximum radius

ring coil requires a separate cryostat independent from the belljar,

the cryostat system becomes complex. The other cases are simpler than

these two.

Concerning the stored energy in PF coils, Case 1 is the lowest

(4.3 GJ) and Case 3 is the highest (8.09 JG).

Concerning the out-of-plane force acting on TF coils, the stress

appearing in Case 1 is 159 MPa and 157 MPa in Case 2. The case 3 shows

relatively high stress (316 MPa). Concerning the AC losses induced

oy pulsed magnetic field, the maximum loss is generated in Case 3 (12.4

kW) and the minimum in Case 1(3.8 kW).

Concerning the Universal-INVOR type, both stored energy and the

out-of plane force on TF coil are relatively high. So, it is diffisult

to say that the PF coil arangement is optimised in this type. However,

the Universal-Japan type has less stored energy and less out-of-plane-

force in comparison with those of the Universal-INOTR type.

(3) Vacuum boundary

The choice of the vacuum boundary configuration should be made

according to the consideration taken for the vacuum boundary technical

issues such as,
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1) Safety

2) Reliablity

3) Maintenability

4) Producibility and cost

5) Torus one turn restance

6) Penetration and accessibility

7) Influence of bake out

8) Influence of electromagnetic force

The comparison study with respect to the above issues are carried

out for five following vacuum boundary configurations.

The following operations were identified and discussed:

© Separate vacuum boundaries with air in-between (Double plasma

vacuum boundary).

@. Simplified separate vacuum boundaries with air in-between -

(simple plasma vacuum boundary).

® Single combined vacuum boundary

@ Double vacuum boundary integrated in semi-permanent torus segments,

with segmented interspaces.

© Separate vacuum boundaries with intermediate vacuum in-between

(with two separate vacuum closures).

The option © > simplified separate vacuum boundary, is selected

in our design from the following reasons mentioned below.

(a) Maintenability

The opton ® has double vacuum boundary which complicates the
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replacement procedure of blanket and pumped limiter. In particular,

the piping through double vacuum boundaries is highly complex. There-

fore, the option © is rejected from our design.

(b) Problem of bake out

Concerning the thermal displacement at the bake out in options ©

and ©, there is no problem because the plasma vacuum boundary and the

cryostat are independent. In options Q> and @ , the belljar and

the plasma vacuum boundary are connected at the access port where the

thermal stress exceeding the allowable criteria appears.

(c) Reliability

It is desirable that the components which constitute the reactor

should function independently from the other components. It is funda-

mental from the view point of the safety and reliability that an unex-

pected accidents should not propagate to other components. From these

standpoints, the options (3) and @ will be rejected because of the

possible propagation of unexpected accident.

On the other hand, in option © and © , there is no propagation

of accident. The components are independent from the structural and

functional points.

(d) Shielding ability

In option (D and ©, the option © is disposable more space

for shield structure.

Therefore, the option © is selected to be reasonable.

(4) Torus segmentation and assembling concept

The relation between the torus segmentation and the maintenability,
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one of the major concerns in the reactor design, influences greatly

the reliability of the reactor system.

Here, the segmentation of blanket and the replacement method of

the blanket sector are discussed.

Five representative options mentioned below are considered from

the view point of relations between the number of torus segmentation

and the replacement procedures.

(a) One sector/TF coil-single motion (straight);

(b) two sectors/TF coil-single straight motion (obliquely);

(c) two sectors/TF coil-two motions (straight and oblique) ;

(d) three sectors/TF coil-single motion (straight or oblique);

(e) three sectors/TF coil-two motion (rotation in toroidal direction

+ straight).

Each concept has each merit and each demerit.

However, as the disassembly and assembly operations of blanket/

first wall is assumed to be inevitable, the reliability of maintenance

is the most important. Therefore, single straight motion is recommended

for blanket replacement procedure.

In order to satisfy the reduced TF coil (bore size 6.6 m) condition,

the concepts (b) and (d) are favorable.

(5) Impurity control

The reactor concept with divertor or limiter as simpurity control

system is investigated respectively. Concerning the limiter concept,

the limiter plate is located at the bottom of hte reactor core.

As reference design, the reactor concept of limiter operation

(PF coil max. radius = 11 m) is adopted.
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As alternative designs, the reactor concept of outboard limiter

with TF coil bore 6.6 m * 8.9 m which is smallest and the reactor con-

cept of divertor operation (Universal-Japan type)(PF coil max. radius

= 11 m) are designed.

In above mentioned three concepts,' the maintenance of limiter/

divertor operation is carried out by straight line retraction of the

large and small sectors between TF coils. In these reactor concept,

we have adopted the separate type vacuum boundary, that is, the cryo-

stat of the coil system and the plasma vacuum boundary are independent.

Futher, the reactor concept with PF coil arrangement so called

Universal-INTOR type was considered. In this concept, the maintenance

of limiter/divertor is carried out by straight line retraction of two

sectors between TF coils. As vacuum boundary, the combined types is

adopted.

(6) Heating

As the auxiliary heating system, two concept of RF, ICRF and LHRF,

are considered. The designs of the antenna as well as the wave guide

structures are accomplished in taking into account the compatibility

of the overall reactor system and of repair and maintenance system.
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7. Magnetics and Torus Electromagnetics

7.1 TF coil design concept

The TF coil system has been developed on the basis of the detailed

design and the recent R&D results. The1 major requirements for the

INTOR TF magnet is to provide total ampere-turns of 143 MAT required

to generate the toroidal field of 5.5 T at plasma major radius of 5.2 m.

The key design issue of TF magnet is the establishment of cryogenic

stability and mechanical rigidity. Besides those, there are many design

items; AC losses, coil protection against normal zone propagation,

electrical insulation, joint requirements, fabricability, economics

and such.

There are many discussions with regard to cooling concept of large

bore TF magnet: pool boiling, forced cooling and superfluid helium

cooling in conjunction with alloys NbTiTa. The adopted cooling method

is the concept of pool boiling in preference to other cooling concepts.

THe reason for this choice is that the pool boiling is simple and more

reliable, and is considered a more mature technology as shown in achieve-

ment of a number of large magnets, and further the mechnism of cryosta-

bility is more understood.

The overall current density in the winding of TF magnet is 19.4

A/mm2 and the maximum field is 11.4 T at the magnet bore.

The magnet is graded at three fields: the nominal field of 12 T,

10 T and 5 T.

For the conductor of 12 T and 10 T, copper stabilized Nb3Sn super-

conductor are used. For the conductor of 5 T field, copper stabilized
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re1iab1e. and i5 considered a more mature techno1ogy as shown in achieve-

ment of a m皿berof 1arge magnet5， and further the mechnism of cryosta-

bi1ity i5 more understood. 

The overa11 current density in the winding of TF magnet i3 19.4 

A/mm2 and the maximum fie1d is 11.4 T at the magnet bore. 

The magnet is graded at three fie1d5: the nomina1 fie1d of 12 T. 

10 T and 5 T. 

For Ehe conductor of 12T and lOT，copper stabilized Nb3Sn super-

conductor are u5ed. For the conductor of 5 T fie1d. copper stabi1ized 
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NbTi superconductors are used.

The stability of each graded conductor is evaluated at the severe

condition of each highest field in the case of both normal operation

and plasma disruption. Considering the disturbance which are assumed

ot be caused by AC loss, nuclear heating and frictional heating, it

is concluded that the conductor could be stable against expected dis-

turbances under normal operation.

The AC loss is caused by the changing poloidal field mainly at

the superconductor, the helium vessel and the coil support in the TF

coils. The sum total of AC losses under normal operation is 56 k.W.

The influence of the short circuit of one TF coil upon the other

TF coils is considered. The transient current, electromagnetic force

and mechanical stress are examined. The greater stress than that of

the normal operation appears on short-circuited TF coil. The stress

is, however, lower than the alloable value according to ASME. Rather,

the damage due to coil quench may be more important.

7.2 PF coil distribution studies

The optimization of PF coil location and ampere turn is carried out

on the basis of the following four principle points;

(1) relevancy with the reactor structure system

(2) reduction of power capacity of electrical supply

(3) strength of TF coil structure

(4) reduction of AC loss in super conducting conductor and coil case

structure induced by pulsed magnet field.

The above items are considered for several cases;
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(1) the pumped limiter operation with reduced sieze TF coil,

(2) the single divertor operation with reduced-size TF coil,

(3) the pump limiter/divertor operation with reduced-size TF coil.

The PF coils are located outside the TF coils in all cases. The

midplane of the plasma is 400 mm above the horizontal centerline of

the TF coils.

The option 1 with the maximum PF coil radius of 11 m is finally

selected as our reference design. Special merits of this option are

the reductions of the power supply capacities for PF coils, and the

cyclic load and AC losses in TF coils. The primary contributor to

these reductions is the pumped limiter operation. THe reduction of

TF coil size also provides furthre savings in power supplies, etc.

For example, the Motor-Generator peak power of PF coils for the case

of selsected option is 0.9 GW in comparison to 3.1 GW of the Phase 1

reference design.

7.3 PF coil design concept

The PF coil system has been developed on the basis of the detailed

design and the recent R&D results. PF magnet must satisfy the cryogenic

stability against the fast field sweep and AC losses such as hysteresis

loss, coupling loss and eddy current loss. Besides this, PF magnet

calls for considerably high voltage insulation, because it experiences

pretty high voltage for the purpose of plasma initiation and plasma

control or due to the plasma disruption.

These are two cooling concepts of PF magnet; pool coiling method

and forced cooling method. The pool boiling system is employed mainly

because of efficient cooling and matured technologies. Three composite
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super conducting material composed of NbTi, copper and CuNi is used

for the achievement of low AC losses. The rated maximum conductor

current is 53.8 kA and the critical current is 85 kA.

Electromagnetic force acting on conductor is mainly supported

by both stainless steel mandrel and the stainless steel tape inserted

between turns.

A liuqid helium vessel is intended to be made of fiber reinforced

plastic (FRP) instead of conducting material such as stainless steel

in order that the excessive eddy current losses can be avoided.

The rapidly changing magnetic field causes AC losses in FF coils.

It is important for stability to consider the loss in the superconductor.

The loss is roughly estimated in ignoring the shielding effect. It

is concluded that all PF coils can satisfy the cryogenic stability

criteria both normal operation and during plasma disruption. The loss

occurs in the super conductors and in the coil supports.

With PF coil arrangement for pump limiter operation, the sum total

of AC losses amounts to 3.8 kW during normal operation. On the other

hand, at plasma disruption, the sum total of AC losses amounts 6.1 kW

without shielding effect. It must be decreased if the shielding effect

could be considered.

The influence of the short circuit of a solenoid coil and of a

ring coil are considered.

The electromagnetic force attains the 1.8 times higher value than

that of the normal operation.

This electromagnetic forces bring about the elevation of the stress

appearing in stainless steel structure in coil conductor, however,

this stress "is lower than the allowable value according to ASME.

However, judging from the fact that the current of short circuited
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solenoid coil is multiplied by two and the maximum magnetic field becomes

higher (8.3 T), there is a possibility of coil quench. This coil quench

leads possibly to a damage of coil if the energy accumulated in coil

is fully consumed in the coil itself.

Therefore, it is desirable to operate the protection system without

delay just after the short-circuit accident.

7.4 Power handling and conversion

The power supply system has to provide the powers for TF coil

system, PF coil system, RF heating system and the auxiliary facilities.

The TF coil system has a DC power supply connected to the utility

line. This power supply of 5 MVA capacity can charge the TF coil to

the operating current of 22 kA within about 5 hours.

In this supply, the combination of diode rectifier and thyristor

connector is used to reduce the cost of power supply.

The PF coil system has DC power supplies connected to the AC energy

storage system. The AC energy storage system is designed in consider-

ing the PF coil energy requriements data and thyristor convertor system.

One unit of Motor Generator Flywheel (MGF) with ultra high capa-

city of 1400 MVA is used for the energy storage system. The DC power

supplies consist of four standard supplies because the designing of

the power supply for each PF coil is not eonomical.

7.5 Shell effect for plasma positional stabilization

The passive position control by shell effect for vertically elon-

gated plasma, which is intrinsically unstable for vertical displacement,
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was studied on what type of shell structure is preferable to INTOR.

On INTOR specification for the shell effect, the shell structure has

to suppress the plasma growth rate less than 20 sec"1. The shell struc-

ture must be considered from the viewpoints of the engineering feasi-

bility (maintenability) and high tritium breeding ratio. It is neces-

sary to evalute the value of (3M /8z) which is the derivative of the

mutual inductance between plasma current and shell carrent in order

to decide the location of the shell structure. Fig. II-7-1 shows the

dependence of (3M /9z) upon the location of a filament current located

along the first wall. The optimum region is from No. 9 to No. 13.

And the actual proposed structure is shown in Fxg. II-7-2 and is devided

into 24 sectors toroidally. This is located in the blanket box and

has the following features,

i) The side plates (Sg) and baok plates (Sb) are relatively thick

(2 cm a. 3 cm) for obtaining the long time constant,

ii) The front plates (Sf) are relatively thin (1 mm ^ 5 mm) for obtaining

the high breeding ratio.

Furthermore, the shell effects of another torus components, such

as the shield structure and the blanket box were also considered but

could not have so useful contribution for stabilizing the plasma ver-

tical displacement. In conclusion, INTOR specification for the passive

shell effect was satisfied by employing the structure as shown in Fig.

II-7-2.

7.6 Fault analysis

Quench of magnet, acccident of magnet, and breakdown of magnet

are considered for safety consideration of magnet, and classified in

fault trees and even trees.
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7.7 Remaining tasks in R&D

The research and development programes for toroidal field coils

are proposed for conductor, cooling method, structure, radiation damage

and coil protection.

Requirements for poloidal field coils are quite different from

TF magnet because PF magnet is a pulse coil by nature and therefore

PF magnet has inherent uncertainties to be developed though some of

R&D factors can be developed in common in connection with TF magnet.

The research and development programs are proposed for conductor, cool-

ing method, liquid helium vessel, insulation, structure and ring coil.
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8. Cost and Schedule

Capital costs and operation costs of ten different concept cases of

INTOR were estimated on the basis of past experiences especially about

JT-60 construction and major R & D programs. A system analysis code was

used to help the estimation of weights or capacities of components.

Each of the capital cost and the operation cost occupies nearly a half

of the total costin cases of 6.6 MW«year/m of neutron fluence operation.

The operation time period is very decisive for the total cost.

About 6% total cost reduction in comparison xrith Phase 1 design can

be expected by reducing the size of toroidal field coils without any change

in physics performance and operation scinario.

If further concepts of RF heating instead of NBI heating and neutron

fluence of 3 MW-year/m2 instead of 6.6 MW-year/m2 are applied, the total

cost of INTOR can be reduced by 20 ~ 25%. It means about the total cost

of 4.0~4.3 billion dollars.

The time schedule of INTOR of Phase 1 was reviewed and no change was

maid except a half year increment for each of manufacturing period and

installation period. The design period is five years and the construction

period is seven years.
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1. Role of INTOR

INTOR is viewed as the major experimental tokamak in the development

program between the large tokamaks like TFTR, JET, JT-60, T-15 and

the generation of demonstrative reactors (DEMOs).

The DEMO reactor considered here is a fusion reactor to be con-

structed following successful operation of the next generation device

like INTOR, before commercialization of fusion reactor will take place.

The DEMO should be properly characterized as an important milestone

in fusion reactor development programme, between an INTOR-like device

and the one in commercialization stage. The reactor concept of such

a DEMO should be essentially the same as that of a commercial reactor,

although scaling up of the DEMO plant would be necessary for commercia-

lization. The DEMO will generally have the following objectives;

a) To demonstrate feasibility of safe and reliable operation of a

fusion power plant extrapolatable to a commercial reactor.

b) To demonstrate adequacies of technological data base and methods

of physics and engineering for designing, fabricating and operating

the systems and components that are extrapolatable to a commercial

reactor.

c) To demonstrate the closed fuel cycle of a fusion reactor.

d) To provide information for estimating economics of a commercial

fusion reactor.

There exists a technological gap between the technology presently

considered for an INTOR-like device and that anticipated for a commer-

cial reactor. For instance, between them there are differences in

power densities and heat loadings. The size and power density of the
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1. Ro1e of INTOR 

INTOR is viewed as the major experimenta1 tokamak in the deve10pment 

pro1ram between the 1arge tokamaks 1ike TFTR， JET. JT-60. T-15 and 

the generation of demonstrative reactors (DEMOs). 

The DEMO reactor considered here is a fusion reactor to be con-

structed fo11owing successfu1 operation of the next generation device 

1ike INTOR， before commercia1ization of fusion reactor will take p1ace. 

The DEMO should be properly characterized as an important milestone 

in fusion reactor development programme， between an INTOR-1ike device 

and the one in commercialization stage. The reactor concept of such 

a DEMO should be essentially the same as that of a commercial reactor， 

although scaling up of the DEMO p1ant would be necessary for commercia-

lization. The DEMO will general1y have the following objectives; 

a) To demonstrate feasibi1ity of safe and re1iable operation of a 

fusion power plant extrapo1atable to a commercial reactor. 

b) To demonstrate adequacies of techno1ogica1 data base and methods 

of physics and engineering for designing， fabricating and operating 

the systems and components that are extrapolatable to a commercia1 

reactor. 

c) To demonstrate the closed fuel cycle of a fusion reactor. 

d) To provid'e information for estimating economics of a commercial 

fusion reactor. 

There exists a technologica1 gap between the techno1ogy presently 

considered for an INTOR田 likedevice and that anticipated for a commer-

cial reactor. For instance. between them there are differences in 

power densities and heat loadings. The si民 andpower density of the 
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plasma in a commercial reactor will be larger than those of an INTOR-like

device. The objectives and characteristics of the DEMO should be pro-

perly defined to bridge those technological gaps.

As attempt was made here to delineate the major characteristics

of the DEMO, in the light of the present state of the art of the fusion

technology and the objectives of the DEMO.

1) Fusion power : 1000 - 2000 MWt (300 - 600 MWe)

2) Tritium breeding ratio (net) : larger than 1.0

3) Neutron wall load : ^ 3 MW/m2

4) Heat load on first wall : ^ 0.8 MW/m2

5) Operational r..ode : steady state or quasi-steady state

6) No. of cycles in life : a, 103

7) Availability : 50 - 70 %

8) Neutron fluence on first wall : 1 0 - 1 5 MWy/m2

A significantly large net electric power should be generated by the

DEMO.

In delineating the characteristics, an optimistic assumption was

made for technological progress toward a commercial reactor of steady

state operation by RF power injection into the plasma.

The role and objectives of INTOR have been defined during Phase I

and it was felt unnecessary to alter the defined role and objectives

for the work of Phase IIA. The difined role and objectives of INTOR

described in the Phase I report is repeated below.

An extensive plasma physics experimental and theoretical programme

will support the design and construction of INTOR and will supplement

INTOR in providing the physics basis for the design and construction

of DEMOs. In this context, INTRO is viewed as the maximum reasonable
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p1asma in a commercia1 reactor wi11 be 1arger than those of an 1NTOR-1ike 

device. The objectives and characteristics of the DEMO shou1d be pro-

per1y defined to bridge those technological gaps. 

As attempt was made here to de1ineate the major characteristics 

of the DEMO， in the 1ight of the prese~t state of the art of the fusion 

technology and the objecti四 sof the DEMO. 

1) Fusion power 1000 -2000 MWt (300 -600削 e)

2) Tritium breeding ratio (net) 1arger than 1.0 

3) Neutron wa11 10ad '" 3附 1m2

4) Heat 10ad on first wa11 '" 0.8 MW/m
2 

5) Operationa1 >::::>de steady state or quasi-steady state 

6) No. of cyc1es in 1ife '" 10
3 

7) Availabi1ity 50 司 70% 

8) Neutron f1uence on first wa11 10 -15 MWy 1m2 

A significant1y 1arge net e1ectric power shou1d be generated by the 

DEMO. 

1n de1ineating the characteristics. an optimistic assumption was 

made for techn010gica1 progress toward a commercia1 reactor of steady 

state operation by RF power injection into the p1asma. 

The r01e and objectives of 1NTOR have been defined during Phase 1 

and it was fe1t unnecessary to a1ter the defined r01e and. objectives 

for the work of Phase I1A. The difined r01e and objectives of 1NTOR 

described in the Phase 1 .report is repeated be10w. 

An extensive p1asma physics experimenta1 and theoretica1 programme 

wi11 support the design and construction of INTOR and wi11 supp1ement 

1NTOR in providing the physics basis for the design and construction 

of DEMOs. 1n this context， 1NTRO is viewed as the maximum reasonab1e 
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physics step beyond the next generation of large tokamaks towards a

tokamak DEMO and is intended to demonstrate the achievement of most

of the plasma conditions that will be required for tokamak DEMOs.

Primary physics objectives of INTOR then are to investigate the opera-

tion of an ignited D-T plasma and to achieve long, controlled, repro-

ducible burns with optimized plasma parameters. Achievement of these

objectives requires satisfactory impurity control, power and particle

balance control, and profile control for parameter optimization. A

closely related objective is the achievement of high-duty (̂ 70%) cycle

operation. INTOR may also be used to perform certain plasma physics

experiments not directly related to learning how to operate INTOR,

but such experiments should be carried out in other plasma physics

devices, if possible.

An extensive technology and component development and testing

programme will be required in the development of fusion power reactors

to the demonstration reactor stage. This programme will both support

INTOR in providing the basis for its design and construction, and supple-

ment INTOR in providing the basis for the design and construction of

the DEMOs.

In general, it is anticipated that a thorough screening of candi-

date materials and component design concepts will be carried out in

test facilities and that before the final design and construction of

INTOR, components will be developed and tested under conditions that,

at least partially, simulate a fusion reactor environment. INTOR will

then serve principally to:

(a) Test the compatibility of components within an integrated reactor

system
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physics step beyond the next generation of large tokamaks towards a 

tokamak DEMO and is intended to demonstrate the achievement of most 

of the plasma conditions that wi11 be required for tokamak DEMOs. 

Primary physics objectives of INTOR then are to investigate the opera-

tion of an ignited D-T plasma and to aehieve long， controlled， repro-

ducible burns with optimized plasma parameters. Achievement of these 

objectives requires satisfactory impurity control， power and particle 

balance control， and profile control for parameter optimization. A 

closely related objective is the achievement of high-duty (~70%) cycle 

operation. INTOR may also be used to perform certain plasma physics 

experiments not directly related to learning how to operate INTOR， 

but such experiments should be carried out in other plasma physics 

devices， if possible. 

An extensive technology and component development and testing 

programme will be required in the development of fusion power reactors 

to the demonstration reactor stage. This progra町 newill both support 

INTOR in providing the basis for its design and construction， and supple-

ment INTOR in providing the basis for the design and construction of 

the DEMOs. 

In general， it is anticipated that a thorough screening of candi-

date materials and component design concepts will be carried out in 

test facilities and that before the final design and construction of 

INTOR， components will be developed and tested under conditions that， 

at least partially， simulate a fusion reactor environment. INTOR will 

then serve principally to: 

(a) Test the compatibility of components within an integrated reactor 

system 
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(b) Test the remote maintainability of a fusion reactor system

(c) Test components and materials in a fusion reactor environment

(d) Test the reliability of components under sustained operation in

a fusion reactor environment, i.e. to some significant fraction

of the component design lifetime against the limiting phenomenon

(e.g. neutron damage, fatigue)

(e) Irradiate materials samples to moderate fluences in a fusion

neutron spectrum

(f) Test the production of electricity and tritium in a fusion reactor

(g) Test the safety and environmental acceptability of a fusion reactor.

Much will be learned in carrying out these investigations that will

be utilized to improve the design of components and the overall reactor

system for the DEMOs. It is then the role of the DEMOs to provide

convincing demonstrations with full-size, fully developed components

that can readily be extrapolated to commercial reactors.

Other magnetic confinement concepts besides the tokamak are being

developed. There is a good chance that one or more of these concepts

will be developed to the commercial stage, and there is even a possi-

bility that some other concept will supplant the tokamak as the front-

runner before the DEMO stage. Thus, it is important that INTOR serve

also to test technology that is required for other magnetic fusion

concepts. Fortunately, the technologies required for the principal

magnetic confinement concepts are, to a high degree, common to all

systems.
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(b) Test the remote maintainability of a fusion reactor system 

(c) Test components and materials in a fusion reactor environment 

(d) Test the reliability of components under sustained operation in 

a fusion reactor environment. i.e. to some significant fraction 

of the component design lifetime against the limiting phenomenon 

(e・8・neutrondamage. fatigue) 

(e) Irradiate materials samples to moderate fluences in a fusion 

neutron spectrum 

(f) Test the production of electricity and tritium in a fusion reactor 

(g) Test the safety and environmental acceptabi1ity of a fusion reactor. 

Much will be learned in carrying out these investigations that will 

be utilized to improve the design of components and the overall reactor 

system for the DEMOs. It is then the role of the DEMOs to provide 

convincing demonstrations with full-size， fully developed components 

that can readily be extrapolated to commercial reactors. 

Other magnetic confinement concepts besides the tokamak are being 

developed. There is a good chance that one or more of these concepts 

will be developed to the co百四ercialstage. and there is even a possi-

bility that some other concept will supplant the tokamak as the front-

runner before the DEMO stage. Thus， it is important that INTOR serve 

also to test technology that is required for other magnetic fusion 

concepts. Fortunately. the technologies required for the principal 

magnetic confinement concepts are， to a high degree， common to al1 

systems. 
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2. INTOR Objectives

The objectives of INTOR follow from the foregoing considerations

of its role in the fusion programme and from an assessment of the tech-

nical basis which could exist within the next several years for its

design. (An assessment of this technical basis and an identification

of required additional R and D was made during the Zero-Phase INTOR

Workshop [1].)

INTOR TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES

A. Reactor-relevant mode of operation

(1) Ignited D-T plasma
(2) Controlled burn pulse of >100 s
(3) Reactor-level particle and heat fluxes (P > 1 MW/m2)
(4) Optimized plasma performance n

(5) Duty cycle > 70%
(6) Availability 25-50%

B. Reactor-relevant technologies

(1) Superconducting toroidal and poloidal coils
(2) Plasma composition control (e.g. divertor)
(3) Plasma power balance control
(4) Plasma heating and fuelling
(5) Blanket heat removal and tritium production
(6) Tritium fuel cycle
(7) Remote maintenance
(8) Vacuum
(9) Fusion power cycle

C. Engineering test facility

(1) Testing of tritium breeding and extraction
(2) Testing of advanced blanket concepts
(3) Materials testing
(4) Plasma engineering testing
(5) Electricity production ^5-10 MW(e)
(6) Fluence ^5 MW-a/m2 during Stage III for component

reliability and materials irradiation testing
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2. 1NTOR Objectives 

The objectives of INTOR fo11ow from the foregoing considerations 

of its ro1e in the fusion programme and from an assessment of the tech-

nica1 basis which cou1d exist within the next severa1 years for its 

design. (An assessment of this technica1 basis and an identification 

of required additiona1 R and D was made during the Zero-Phase INTOR 

Workshop [1].) 

1NTOR TECHN1CAL OBJECT1VES 

A. Reactor-re1evant mode of op~ration 

(1) Ignited D-T p1asma 
(2) Contro11ed burn pu1se of >100 s 
(3) Reactor-1eve1 partic1e and heat f1uxes 
(4) Optimized p1asma performance 
(5) Duty cyc1e ~ 70% 
(6) Availability 25-50% 

B. Reactor-re1evant techno1ogies 

(Pr1》 1附 1m2
)

(1) Superconducting toroida1 and po1oida1 coi1s 
(2) P1asma composition contro1 (e.g. divertor) 
(3) P1asma power ba1ance contro1 
(4) P1asma heating and fue1ling 
(5) B1anket heat remova1 and tritium production 
(6) Tritium fue1 cyc1e 
(7) Remote百18.intenance
(8) Vacuum 
(9) Fusion .power cyc1e 

C. Engineering test faci1ity 

(1) Testing of tritium breeding and extraction 
(2) Testing of advanced b1anket concepts 
(3) Materia1s testing 
(4) P1asma engineering testing 
(5) E1ectricity production ~5-10 即 (e)
(6) F1uence ~5 MW・a/m2during Stage 111 for component 

re1iabi1ity and materia1s irradiation testing 
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STAGED OPERATION SCHEDULE

Stage Number Emphasis Availability Annual Annual tritium
of years • 14-MeV neutron fluence consumption

(MW-a/m2)b (kg)

IA 1 Hydrogen plamsa operation 10% - -

Engineering check-out

3.6

6.9

. 13.8

149-

IB

II

III

2

4

8

D-T plasma operation

Engineering testing

Upgraded engineering
testing8

15%

25%

50%

0.16

0.31

0.62
OS
to

-J

a The objective is to achieve V5 MW-a/m within < 10 years after the end of Stage II. This could be °
achieved in several ways; the case given here is only representative.

b At the outboard location of the test modules.

STAGED OPERATION SCHEDULE 

Annua1 tritium 
consumption 
(kg) 

Annua1 
14-MeV neutron f1uence 
(削・a/ポ )b

Avai1abi1ity Emphasis 

s
 

r
 

r
a
 

e
e
 

・b
v
d

u
干
L

N

o

 

Stage 

10% Hydrogen p1amsa operation 
Engineering check-out 

1 lA 

】
〉
何
回

l
冨

∞
N
l
-
叶

O

3.6 0.16 15% D-T p1asma operation 2 1B 

6.9 0.31 25% Engineering testing 4 工I
l
A
H
@
l
 

13.8 0.62 50% Upgraded engineering 
testinga 

8 III 

This cou1d be The objective is to achieve ~5 MW'a/m2 within ~ 10 years after the end of Stage I1. 
achieved. in severa1 ways; the case given here is on1y representative. 

At the outboard 1ocation of the test modu1es. 

a 

b 
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The programmatic objectives for INTOR are:

(a) INTOR should be the maximum reasonable step beyond the next genera-

tin of large tpkamaks (TFTR, JET, JT-60, T-15) in the world fusion

programme

(b) TNTOR should demonstrate the plasma performance required for the

tokamak DEMOs

(c) INTOR should test the development and integration into a reactor

system of those technologies requried for the DEMOs

(d) INTOR should serve as a test facility for the blanket, tritium

production, materials and plasma engineering technology development

(e) INTOR should test fusion reactor component reliability

(f) INTOR should test the maintainability of a fusion reactor

(g) INTOR should test the factors affecting the reliability, safety

and environmental acceptability of a fusion reactor'.

The technical objectives of INTOR have been developed to support

the achievement of the programmatic objectives, while beiag consistent

with the anticipated technical basis for the design and construc-

tion of such an experiment to initially operate in the early 1990s.

These objectives will be achieved at different stages of INTOR

operation. Stage I will be devoted to learning how to operate with

an optimized D-T plasma. Most of the technical objectives in categories

A and B will be achieved during this first stage. Stage II will be

devoted to flexible engineering testing, and many of the technical

objectives in category C will be achieved during this second stage.

The high-availability operation and high fluence accumulation for com-

ponent reliability and materials irradiation testing objectives will be

achieved during Stage III.
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The programmatic objectives for 1NTOR are: 

(a) 1NTOR shou1d be the maximum reasonab1e step beyond the next genera-

tin of 1arge tpkamaks (TFTR， JET. JT-60， T-15) in the wor1d fusion 

programme 

(b) INTOR shou1d demonstrate the p1asma performance required for the 

tokamak DEMOs 

(c) 1NTOR shou1d test the deve10pment and integration into a reactor 

system of those techno1ogies requried for the DEMOs 

(d) 1NTOR shou1d serve as a test faci1ity for the b1anket， triti咽

production， materia1s and p1asma eng1neering techno1ogy deve10pment 

(e) 1NTOR shou1d test fusion reactor component re1iabi1ity 

(f) 1NTOR shou1d test the maintainabi1ity of a fusion reactor 

(g) 1NTOR shou1d test the factors affecting the re1iability， safety 

and environmenta1 acceptabi11ty of a fusion reactor~ 

The technica1 objectives of 1NTOR have been deve10ped to support 

the achievement of the programmatic objectives， wh11e beLlg consistent 

with the anticipated technica1 basis for the design and construc-

tion of such an experiment to initia11y operate in the ear1y 1990s. 

These objectives wi11 be achieved at different stages of INTOR 

operation. Stage 1 wi11 be devoted to 1earning how to operate with 

an optimized D-:-T plasl回 Mostof the technical objectives in categories 

A and B wi11 be achieved during this first stage. Stage 11 wi11 be 

devoted to f1exib1e engineering testing， and many of the technica1 

objectives in category C wi11 be achieved during this second stage. 

The high-avai1abi1ity operation and high f1uence accumu1ation for com-

ponent re1iabi1ity and materia1s irradiation testing objectives wi11 be 

achieved during Stage 111. 
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3. Physics Basis

3.1 Plasma major parameters

The INTOR major plasma parameters are left as they are in the

Phase One report except for toroidal field ripple limit, which is

enlarged this time and one of major factors reducing the reactor size.

They are listed in Table HI-3-1.

Table HI-3-]. Plasma major parameters

Average ion temperature(<T^>) lOkeV

Average D-T ion density(<ni>) 1.4xlO2Om~3

Energy confinement time(TE) 1.4s

B e
Safety factor(separatrix)(qi) ' 2.1

Effective charge(Zeff) <1.5

Field on Chamber a x i s ^ ) 5.5T

Plasma current(Ip) 6.4MA

Toroidal field ripple limit(6)C

Edge <1.2%

Center <0.2%

Fast alpha loss 10-15%

Beta toroidal burn average({$} 5.6%

Beta poloidal(Bj)e 2.6

a At the working point, with burn control, neglecting alpha-

particle and impurity corrections to the energy density.

b Linear approximation.

c All values are for peak/average maximum.

d Allows 1.5% for impurity and alpha contributions.

e See Chapter HI in Phase One report.
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3. Physics Basis 

3.1 P1asma major parameters 

The INTOR major p1asma parameters are 1eft as they are in the 

Phase One report except for toroida1 fie1d ripp1e 1imit. 由 ichis 

en1arged this time and one of major faetors reducing the reactor size. 

They are 1isted in Tab1e ][-3-1. 

Tab1e DI-3-1. P1asma major parameters 

Average ion temperature(<Ti>) 

Average D-T ion density(<ni>) 

Energy confinement time(τE)a 

Safety factor〈separatrzx)〈qz}b，e

Effective charge(Zeff) 

Fie1d on Chamber axis(~) 

P1asma current(Ip) 

Tor01dalf1eld r1pple11mit(6}c 

Edge 

Center 

Fast a1pha 10ss 

Beta tor01dalburn average〈8}d

Beta polo1dal〈Sz)e

10keV 

1. 4X102 om-3 

1.4s 

2.1 

<1.5 

5.5T 

6.4MA 

<1.2% 

<0.2% 

10-15% 

5.6% 

2.6 

a At"the working point. with ourn contro1. neg1ecting a1pha-

partic1e and impurity corrections to the energy density. 

b Linear approximation. 

c A11 va1ues are for peak/average maximum. 

d A110ws 1.5% for impurity and a1pha contributions. 

e See Chapter DI in Phase One report. 
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3.2 Plasma disruptions

Plasma disruption scenario has been widely modified on the basis

of recent experimental observations. Major difference between Phase

One and H A is energy deposition scenario at disruptions, in which a

considerable part of plasma thermal energy is deposited on limiter/

divertor plates, and fast energy decay time is added as an alternative.

Minor disruption scenario is also added this time. The details are

listed in table HE-3-2.

Table m-3-2 Plasma disruptions

Major disruptions

Disruption frequency

Stage I

Stages II and 11

Energy deposition per disruption

Plasma thermal energy

Poloidal field energy

Total energy

Time for energy deposition per disruption

Poloidal field energy

Thermal energy

Reference

Alternate

Time for current decay during disruption

Energy deposition in divertor case

Divertor plates

Local wall

Uniform wall(radiation)

5x10
-3

-3
5x10

io-3

230MJ

60HJ

290MJ

20ms

20ms

5ms

20ms

80MJ

80MJ

130MJ
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3.2 P1asma disruptions 

P1asma disruption scenario has been wide1y modified on the basis 

of recent experimenta1 observations. Major difference between Phase 

One and IIA is energy deposition scenario at disruptions. in油 icha 

considerab1e part of plasma therma1 energy is deposited on 1imiterl 

divertor plates. and fast energy decay time is added as an a1ternative. 

阻 nordisrupt10n scenar10 is a180 added this time. The details are 

1isted in tab1e ][-3-2. 

Tab1e ][-3-2 P1asma disruptions 

Major disrupt10ns 

Disruption frequency 

Stage 1 

Stages II and ][ 

Energy depos1tion per disruption 

P1asma therma1 energy 

P01oida1 field energy 

Tota1 energy 

Time for en臼rgydeposition per disruption 

P01oida1 field energy 

Therma1 ener'n' 

5>e10-3 

5X10-3 

10-3 

230MJ 

60抵I

290弘I

20ms 

Reference 20ms 

Alternate 5m~ 

Time for current decay during disruption 20ms 

Energy deposition in divertor case 

Divertor platesa 

Local wallb 

Uniform wa11(radiation) 
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Energy deposition in pumped limiter case

limiter plates

a-case(reference) 80MJ

3-case 160MJ

Local walls

a-case(reference) 80MJ

B-case OMJ

Uniform walls(radiation) 13OMJ

a) With the same spatial distribution as the operating loads.

b) On to 30% of the wall(up,down,or inside) with an additional

peaking factor of 2.

Minor disruptions

Disruption frequency

Stage I 10~2

—3

Stages E and m 5*10

Energy deposited per disruption

Plasma thermal energy 50MJ

(Limiter or divertor platesa)

Time for energy deposition per disruption

Reference 20ms

Alternate 5ms

3.3 Burn control

Burn temperature control by means of toroidal field ripple has

lost its theoreyical ground to great extent. Various possible burn

control techniques must be evaluated and their Rand D are needed.
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Energy deposition in pumped 1imiter case 

11miter p1atesa 

α，-case (reference) 80比I

s-case 160弘I

Local wallsb 

αーcase(reference) 80弘I

s-case O弘I

Uniform wa11s(radiation) 130弘I

a) With the same spatial.distribution as the operating 1oads. 

b) on to 30% of the wa11(up，down，or inside) with an additiona1 

peaking factor of 2. 

Minor disruptions 

Disruption frequency 

Stage I 

Stages n and m 

Energy deposited per disruption 

P1asma therma1 energy 

(Limiter or divertor platesa) 

Time for energy deposition per disruption 

Reference 

Alternate 

3.3 Burn contro1 

10-2 

5X10-3 

50既1

20ms 

5ms 

Burn temperature contro1 by means of toroida1 fie1d ripp1e has 

10st its theoreyica1 ground to great extent. Various possib1a burn 

contro1 techniques mllst be evaluated and their Rand D are needed. 
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.3.4 Scrape-off plasmas

Single-null poloidal divertor keeps its position in INTOR as a

reference impurity and particle control measure. For scrape-off plasma

parameters in divertor region, are selected plasmas with higher density

and radiation than ons in the Phase One. The detailed heat and particle

fluxes during burn are seen in Table IH-3-3.

Table HL—3-3 Scrape-off plasma parameters and

related heat and particle fluxes

500MW

40MW

4MW

200eV

3.3xlO2Om~2s~1

2xl017rn~3

Neutrons

First wall(uniform distribution)

Radiation

Charge exchange

Average energy of charge exchange

Neutrals

Neutral particle flux

(consisting of hydrogen atoms)

Neutral gas density in front of first wall

Charged particle flux

Divertor

Plasma density in scrape-off layer

Temperature in scrape-off layer

Temperature at plates

Ions only on divertor plates

Electrons only on divertor plates

Average energy of ions on divertor plates

Ion flux on divertor plates 1
20 -3

Neutral gas density in front of divertor plates 10 m

Power load on divertor throat area
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3.4 Scrape-off p1asmas 

Sing1e-nu11 po1oida1 divertor keeps its position in INTOR as a 

reference impurity and partic1e contro1 measure. For scrape-off p1asma 

parameters in divertor region， are se1ected p1asmas with higher density 

and radiation than ons in the Phase One. The detai1ed heat and partic1e 

f1uxes during burn are seen in Tab1e DI-3-3. 

Tab1e DI-3-3 Scrape-off p1asma parameters and 

re1ated heat and partic1e f1uxes 

Neutrons 

First wa11(uniform distribution) 

Radiation 

Charge exchange 

Average energy of charge exchange 

Neutra1s 

Neutra1 partic1e f1ux 

(consisting of hydrogen atoms) 

Neutra1 gas density in front of firs・twall 

Charged partic1e f1ux 

Divertor 

P1asma density in scrape-off 1ayer 

Temperature in scrape-off 1ayer 

Temperature at p1ates 

Ions on1y on divertor p1ates 

E1ectrons on1y on divertor p1ates 

Average energy of ions on divertor plates 

Ion f1ux on divertor p1ates 

500MW 

40MW 

4HW 

200eV 

20 -2 -1 3.3xlO--m -s 

17 -3 2x10-'m 

o 

19 -3 
5xlO-~m 

100eV 

30eV 

30HW 

10MW 

120eV 

24 -1 
1. 6x10-~s 

20 -3 
Neutra1 gas density in front of divertor p1ates 10--m 

Power 10ad on divertor throat area 
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Power load on dlvertor throat area

Charge exchange load (total) 2MW

Energy of charge exchange neutrals 120MW

Neutral flux(total) lxl023s"1

Peaking factor of deposition load 2

Radiation 40HW
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4. Mechanical Configuration

The reactor concept of INTOR- J is examined and designed

in forcusing our efforts on the reduction of the reactor

size and of the cost of the reactor system.

The reactor structure is shown in Fig. m-4-1 and in

Fig. HI-4-2. The radial built of the reactor component

is shown in Fig. nr-4-3.

The plasma major radius is 5.3 mm and the mid plane of

the plasma is 400 mm above the horizontal centerline of

the TF coils.

The height of the reactor center is 9.5 m as shown in

Fig. nr-4-1.

The radius of the solenoid coil is 1.3-5 mm, and the

maximum radius of the ring coil is 11 m.

The size of the whole reactor including the belljar which

encloses the principal reactor structures is 20.5 m in

height and 24.5 m in diameter.

This reactor concept has following characteristics.

Pump limiter

The pumped limiter is used in order to control the impu-

rities. The limiter plates are installed at the bottom

of the reactor core. The adoption of the pumped limiter

permits the reduction of the out-of-plane force of TF

coil and the reduction of the PF coil stored energy which

contributes to the reduction of power supply cost.
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Blanket/shield

The blanket is installed outboard and upperboard of the

reactor core in order to garatee the breeding ratio 0.65.

The thickness of the blanket structure including the

first wall is 500 mm.

The thickness of inboard shield is set as 91.5 mm

(including coil helium vessel structure, cryostat struc-

ture) in order to keep the neutron fluence criteria

lxio18 n/cm2 for the stabilization copper of T.F. super-

conducting coil.

The thickness of the outboard shield, 105 cm, is determined

from the dose rate, 2.5 mrem/h, at torus outboard position

at 24 hours after shutdown.

TF coil

The twelve TF coils with 6.6m x 9.3m bore are adopted in

taking into account the accessibility and the maintena-

bility of torus sectors.

The field ripple is ±0.92% at R=6.5 m which satisfies the

field ripple limit of 1.2% on the plasma edge.

The TF magnet is graded at three fields; 12T, 10T and 5T.

The conductor of 12T and 10T consists of the conductor of

copper stabilized NbsSn. The conductor of 5T consists of

copper stabilized NbTi conductor.

The pancake winding with pool boiling system is used in

TF coil which is inserted in helium vessel made of stain-

less steel.
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B1anke七/shie1d
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1x1018 n/cm2 for the s七abi1izationcopper of T.F. super-

conducting coi1. 

The七hicknessof the outboard shield， 105 cm， is de七ermined

from七hedose rate， 2.5 mrem/h， a七七o:r.usou七boardposition 
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TF coi1 

The twe1ve TF coils with 6.6mx9.3m bore are adop七edin 

taking into accoun七 theaccessibi1i七y and the main七ena-

bi1i七yof七orussectors. 

The field ripp1e is !0.92も a七 R=6.5m which satisfies the 

fie1d ripple 1imit of 1.2も onthe p1asma edge. 

The TF magnet is graded at three fie1dsi 12T， 10T and 5T. 

The conductor of 12T and 10T consists of the conductor of 
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The TF coils provide total ampere-turns of 143 MAT which

generates the maximum field 11.4T.

In the electromagnetic forces acting upon the TF coils,

the hoop force is 1144 MN, the centering force is 379 MN

and the over turning moment generated by the interaction

of PF coil field is 213 MN-M

The maximum stress appearing is 221 MPa in conductor,

485 MPa in helium vessel. These values are lower than

the design criteria according to ASME Sec. m .

PF coil

The all PF coils are located outside of the TF coils.

The pool boiling system is employed. Three composite

superconducting material composed of NbTi, copper and

CuNi is used for achievement of low AC losses.

The maximum field of 7.IT appears on coil #7. The maxi-

mum rate of magnetic field change on PF coil is 6.4T/S

at coil #7.

The conductor is a flat cable type conductor consisting

of 31 subcables wrapped around a central stainless steel

mandrel core.

The conductor has the size of 130 mm by 18 mm.

The electromagnetic force acting on the conductor is

supported by the stainless steel mandrel and the stainless

steel tape inserted between turns.

The maximum stress of 290 MPa appears on the stainless

steel tape. The liquid helium vessel of PF coil is made

of fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) in order to avoid the

excessive eddy current losses.
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Plasma vacuum vessel

The simplified separate vacuum boundary is adopted.

That is, the plasma vacuum boundary and the cryostat are

independent. The vacuum boundary of the plasma chamber

is located on the inner wall of the shield structure.

This vacuum boundary is connected between two TF coils

with the access door through which the blanket or the

limiter can be retracted.

The sealing of the vacuum vessel performed on the access

door garantees a high reliability of this sealing structure.

The cutting or welding operations of the cooling pipes of

blankets and limiters can be performed outside of the

access door.

In order to obtain the sufficient one-turn-resistance,

the shield structure has 12 bellows structures in torus

direction and the electrical insulation is performed in

the thick part of the shield.

Cryostat

The coil cryostat consists not only of torus vessel en-

closing the outside of the shield structure but also of

belljar enclosing the whole TF and PF coils. Between the

TF coils, the belljar and torus vessel is connected by

the access tunnel through which the access for the torus

structures can be carried out.

The torus vessel and access tunnel are composed with thick

structure, and supported with rib if necessary. In order

to obtain one-turn resistance, the 12 bellows are equiped
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in torus direction.

On the other hand, the belljar structures consist thin

plates and frameworks.

The frameworks are connected through the insulators. On

the frameworks, the thin plates are covered through insu-

lators. Torus-one-turn resistance of the plasma vessel

and the cryostat should be higher than 0.2 mfi.

This condition is satisfied for plasma vacuum vessel and

torus cryostat vessel with 12 bellows made of Inconnel

625 as well as for the belljar with thin plates structures.

Maintenance

According to the reduction of the TF coil size, the torus

structures of both limiter and blanket are divided into

24 sectors (2 sectors, large and small ones/TF coil).

The replacements of blanket/first wall and of limiter are

performed by single straight motion.

Each of two sectors between two TF coils is retracted in

radial direction with different angle.

The connection between the blanket sectors or shield

sectors, the connection between limiter support structure

and blanket sectors are performed only through mechanical

attachment. The vacuum sealing is carried out on the

outboard of the access door.

The shield structures is classified as semi-permanent

component. However, at the maintenance operation of TF

coil, the disassembly and the assembly of shield struc-

tures are required.
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The torus is built up with 36 shield sectors for con-

struction of the reactor, however, for maintenance

operation, the shield is disassembled and reassembled

by 24 sectors.
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5. Magnetic System

5.1 TF coil system

The main features of TF coil are:

Liquid-helium bath of 4.2 K

Cabled conductor

Distributed conductor load support

Nb3Sn conductor for the high field region

NbTi conductor for the low field region.

Major characteristics of TF coil system are shown in

Table m-5-1. The cross section of the coil/helium

vessel is shown in Fig. m-5-1.

One coil has 22 pancakes, each separated with 3 mm

thick cooling spacers for the establishment of cooling

channels and pancake-to-pancake electrical insulations.

One pancake is wound flatwise with 27 turns at most

and between which insulated 5 mm thick interturn re-

inforcements are inserted with the objective of holding

each turn tightly and preparing cooled space on the

flat surface of conductors.

The overall current density in the winding of TF magnet

is 19.4 A/mm2 and the maximum field is 11.4T at the

magnet bore.
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The magnet is graded at three fields; the nominal

field of 12T, 10T and 5T. The conductors of 12T and

10T consist of the conductor of copper stabilized

NbsSn. The conductor of 5T consists of copper stabi-

lized NbTi conductor. The brittleness of Nb3Sn is the

major constraint in the design of Nb3Sn conductors.

In Japan, the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

(JAERI) is promoting the research and development of

high field superconducting magnet for the Tokamak

device. The cluster test program is now under way.

Cluster back-up coils (CBC) with Nb3Sn conductor have

been developed to provide the testing field of 12T in

this program. The operating current of the CBC is

2145A at 10T. The present design study of INTOR TF

magnet is performed on the basis of those achievements.

The TF coil system experiences the following electro-

magnetic forces. The total expanding force per coil

is 1144 MN and centering force and vertical force are

379 MN and ±253 MN respectively. The torques around

the horizontal axis and vertical axis per coil are

213 MN.m and ±239 MN.m respectively.

The conductor experiences the disturbances of AC loss,

nuclear heating and frictional heating. The stability

of each graded conductor is evaluated at the severe

condition of each highest field. It is concluded that

the conductor could be stable against disturbances.
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5.2 PF coil system

The PF coil distribution for pumped limiter operation

with reduced-size TF coil is selected.

Major characteristics of PF coil system are shown in

Table IE-5-2.

A pool boiling system is employed mainly because of

matured technology. Three composite superconducting

material composed of NbTi, copper and CuNi is used for

the achievement of low AC losses. Conductor cross

section is shown in Fig. m-5-2. The conductor is a

flat cable type conductor consisting of 31 subcables

wrapped around a central stainless steel mandrel core.

The conductor has the size of 130 mm by 18 mm.

In Japan, the JAERI is promoting the research and

development of superconducting pulse coil for the

Tokamak device. In connection with this, 10 kA con-

ductor (JA-10) was fabricated, while Pulser-C,

Pulser-D, 50 kA conductor (JA-50), 20 MJ poloidal coil

design, etc. are under the proceeding stage. The

presented 50 kA pulse conductor for PF magnet is

designed based upon the achievements of above researches

and developments.

The conductor is designed so as to satisfy cryogenic

stability against the fast field sweep and AC losses

such as hysteresis loss, coupling loss and eddy current

loss. The maximum operating current of conductor is

53.8 kA and the critical current is 85 kA. The mean
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Major characteristics of PF coi1 system are shown in 

Tab1e m-5由 2.

A poo1 boi1ing sys七emis emp10yed rnain1y because of 

rna七ured七echno1ogy. Three cornposi七esuperconduc七ing

rna七eria1composed of NbTi， copper and CuNi is used for 

the achievernen七 of10w AC 10sses. Conductor cross 

section is shown in Fig. m-5-2. The conductor is a 

f1at cab1e七ypeconductor consisting of 31 subcab1es 

wrapped around a cen七ra1stain1ess stee1 rnandre1 core. 

The conductor has the size of 130 rnm by 18 rnm. 

In Japan， the JAERI is promo七l.ng七heresearch and 

deve10pment of superconducting pu1se coi1 for七he

Tokarnak device. In connection with this， 10 kA con-

ductor (JA-10) was fabrica七ed，whi1e Pu1ser-C， 

Pu1ser-D， 50 kA conductor (JA-50)， 20 MJ po10ida1 coi1 

design， etc. are under the proceeding stage. The 

presented 50 kA pu1se conductor for PF rnagnet is 

designed based upon the achievernen七sof above researches 

and deve10prnents. 

The conduc七oris designed so as to satisfy cryogenic 

s七abi1ityagains七七hefast fie1d sweep and AC 10sses 

such as hys七eresis10ss， coup1ing 10s5 and eddy curren七

10ss. The rnaxirnurn opera七ingcurrent of conduc七oris 

53.8 kA and the cri七ica1current is 8S kA. The rnean 
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current density of the coil including the SS support

is 12.1 A/mm2 ^ 16.5 A/mm2.

The maximum field of 7.IT appears on coil 7. The

maximum rate of magnetic field change on PF coils is

6.4T/s at coil 7. The coil is subject to the AC loss

due to the changing field. A liquid helium vessel is

made of fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) in order to

avoid the excessive eddy current losses. The loss

occurs in the superconductors and the coil support.

The average AC loss of all PF coils amounts to 3.8 kW.
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current density of the coi1 inc1uding the SS support 

is 12.1 A/mm2 ~ 16.5 A/mm 2
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The rnaxirnum fie1d of 7.1T appears on coi1 7. The 

rnaxirnum rate of rnagnetic fie1d change on PF coi1s is 

6.4T/s at coi1 7. The coi1' is subject to the AC 10ss 

due to the changing fie1d. A 1iquid he1iurn vesse1 is 
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occurs in the superconductors and the coi1 support. 
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Table m-5-1 Major characteristics of the TF coil system

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Total ampere-turns

Ho. of coils

Ampere-turns per coil

Plasma major radius

Field at plasma axis

Helium condition

Grading concept

Winding configuration

Superconductor

Ho. of turns per coil

No. of pies per coil

Operation current

Critical current

Avg. winding current
density

Maximum field

Cooling spacer
thickness

Cooling surface

Inductance

Magnetic field energy

143 MAT

12

11.9 MAT

S.2 m

5.5 T

Pobl boiling

3 grades (12, 10, 5T)

Flat wound in pancakes

Copper stabilized NbjSn and HbTi

540

22

22.07 kA

33 kA

19.4 A/mm2

11.4 T

3.0 mm

Rough surface
(mechanical and chemical
treatment)

•v.120 H

•\-30 GJ

Table m-5-2 Major characteristics of the PF coil system

Number of coils

Concept of power supply

Magnetomotive force/coil

•Cooling method

Superconducting cable

Operating current

Critical current

Average current density

Maximum field

Coil case material

Support concept

24

hybrid

0.421 T- 13.69 (MAT)

pool boilding

NbTi + CuNi + Cu

53.8 (kA)

85 (kA)

12.1 -v 16.5 (A/.-JB1)

7.1 T

FRP
outer coils supported by TF
coils and inner coils by the
center post
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Table ~-5-1 Major characteristics of the TF coil system 

1. Tota1 ampere-turns 143 MAT 

2. No. of coi1s I 12 

3. Ampere-turns per coi1 I 11.9 MAT 

4. P1asma major radius I 5.2 皿

5. Fie1d at p1asma axis I 5.5 T 

6. He1ium condition I POb1 boi1ing 

1. Grading concept I 3 grades l12， 10， ST】

8. windinq configuratiロn I F1at 岡田d in pancakes 

9. superconductor I Copper stabi1ized NbsSn and NbTi 

10. No. of turns per coi1 

11. No. of pies per coi1 

12. Opera~ion current 

13. Critica1 current 

14. Avg. winding current 
density 

15. Maximum fie1d 

16. Coo1ing spacer 
thickness 

11. Coo1ing surface 

540 

22 

22.01 kA 

33 kA 

19.4 A/mmz 

11.4 T 

3.0 mm 

Rouqh surface 
(mechanica1 and chemica1 
treatment) 

18. Inductance I ~120 H 

19. Magnetic fie1d energy I ~30 GJ 

Table ~-5-2 Major characteristics of the PF coil system 

Number of coi1s 組
噌

吟
'
h

l
 

Concept of power supp1y 

Magnet畑 otiveforce/coi1 

.Coo1ing method 

Superconducting cab1e 

Operating current 

Critica1 current 

且，veragecurrent density 

Maxi皿umfie1d 

Coi1 case皿ateria1

Support concept 

hybrid 

0.421 ~ 13.69 (MAT) 

poo1 bロilding

NbTi + CuNi + Cu 

53.8 (kA) 

85 (kA) 

12.1 ~ 16.5 (A/;;:mZ) 

7.1 T 

FRP 
outer coi1s sopported by TF 
coi1s and inner coi1s by the 
center post 
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6. Heating and Fueling Systems

Reference heating to Ignition has been drastically changed from

neutral beam injectionheating for the Phase One reference to Ion

cyclotron resonance frequency range heating this time. Its specification

are in Table HI-6-1.

Electron cyclotron resonance frequency heating is selected to

assist plasma start-up, i.e. pre-ionizatlon, pre-heating to a few

hundred eV plasmas through radiation barriors, and potential control

of plasma current profiles before the main heating. It is specified

in Table m-6-2.

Fueling systems have no changes. They are characterized in

Table m-6-3.

Table BI-6-1 Heating to ignition.

Mode 2nd harmonic ICRF(deutrium)

Number of antenna arrays 4

Frequency 85MHz

Power 60MW

(Including 10MW for redundacy)

Port size 1.0x1.2m2

Pulse-length for ignition 6s

Pulse-length for capability 10s
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6. Heating and Fue1ing Systems 

Reference heating to ignition has been drastica11y changed from 

neutra1 beam'injectionheating for the Phase One reference to ion 

cyc10tron resonance frequency range heating this time. Its specification 

are in Tab1e ][-6-1. 

E1ectron cyc10tron resonance frequency heating is se1ected to 

assist p1asma start-up， i.e. pre-ionization， pre-heating to a few 

hundred eV p1asmas through radiation barriors， and potentia1 contr01 

of p1asma current profi1es before the main heating. It is specified 

in Tab1e ][-6-2. 

Fue1ing syste四 haveno changes. They are characterized in 

Tab1e m-6-3. 
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Frequency 

Power 
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Table III-6-2 Heating for start-up assist.

Mode ECRF

Frequency 140GHZ

Power 10MW

Pulse-length capability 3s

Number of port 1

Table III-6-3 Fuelling systems

Pellet injection

Type of injectors Centrifugal or pneumatic

Location of injectors Mid-plane, two bays

Gas puffing

Location of injectors Either in 12 ports or in divertor area
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Tab1e 1II-6-2 

Mode 

Heating for start-up assist. 

Frequency 

Power 

Pu1se-1ength capabi1ity 

Nu曲 erof port 

Tab1e 111-6-3 Fue11ing systems 

Pe11et injection 

町peof injector8 

Location of injector8 

Gas puffing 

Location of injectors 

ECRF 

140GHZ 

10MW 

38 

1 

Centrifuga1 or pneumatic 

Mid-p1ane. two bays 

Either in 12 ports or in divertor area 
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7. F i r s t Wall

Two concepts of the first wall are considered corresponding to

stability of molten stainless steel surface layer at plasma disruption.

1. Stainless steel first wall

If the molten stainless steel layer at plasma disruption is stable,

the 316 SS tube panel structure integrated unit the blanket is employed.

It is cooled by heavy water or light water. The first wall plate has

a groved structure to reduce thermal stress.

2. Brazed ceramic first wall

If the molten stainless steel layer is unstable, the concept of

brazed ceramic on metal substrate is employed. Low Z ceramics such

as pyrolitic carbon or newly developed SiC tiles are brazed on substrate

metal of high thermal conductivity as aluminum. The substrate metal

plate has echelon-shaped hollow coolant tubes on which ceramic tiles

are brazed.

Design conditions are summarized in Table III-7-1 and the concept

of the first wall are summerized in Table III-7-2.
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7. First Wal1 

Two concepts of the first wall are considered correspoodiog to 

stability of molteo staioless steel surface layer at plasma disruptioo. 

1. Staioless steel first wall 

If the molteo stainless steel layer at plasma disruption is stable. 

the 316 S5 tube paoel structure integrated unit the blaoket is employed. 

It is cooled by heavy water or light water. The first wal1 plate has 

a groved structure to reduce thermal stress. 

2. Brazed ceramic first wall 

If the molten stainless steel layer is unstable. the concept of 

brazed ceramic 00 metal substrate is employed. Low Z ceramics such 

as pyrolitic carbon or oewly developed SiC tiles are brazed 00 substrate 

metal of high thermal cooductivity as aluminum. The substrate metal 

plate has echelon-shaped hollow coolant tubes 00 which ceramic tiles 

are brazed. 

Design conditions are summarized io Table 111-7-1 aod the concept 

of the first wall are summerized io Table 111-7-2. 
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Table III-7-1 Design Conditions of First-wall

First wall

Total plasma chamber area 380 m 2

Average neutron wall loading 1.3 MW/m2

Radiative power from plasma ' 40 MW

Radiative power from pump limiter 50 MW

Charge exchange power 4 MW

Charge exchange current (50%D, 50%T) 1.3 x 10 2 3 s"1

Charge exchange energy 200 eV

Total disruption energy

o Uniform walls (Radiation) 130 MJ

Disruption time 20 ms

o Lolca walls 80 MJ (Ref)

(on to 30% of the wall with an
additional peaking factor of 2)

Disruption time 20 ms (Ref)

5 ms (Alt)

Total average neutron flux 6.8 x 10 Z 6 n/m2

Integrated 14 Mev neutron flux 6.5 MW-y/m2

Total number shots 7.1 x 105

Total number disruptions 1080

Heat loads during normal operation

Surface heat flux from plasma 11.6 W/cm2

Surface heat flux from pump limiter 13.2 W/cm2

Total surface heat flux 24.8 W/cm2

Average nuclear heating 12 W/cm2

Heat loads during disruption

o Uniform load 35 J/cm2

Disruption time 20 ms

o Peaked load 140 J/cm2

Disruption time 20 ms (Ref)

o Total load 175 J/cm2
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Tab1e 工工工ー7-1 Design Conditions of First-wa11 

First wall 

Tota1 p1asma cha皿berarea 

Average neutron wa11 10ading 

Radiative power from p1asma 

Radiative power from p¥皿 p1imiter 

Charge exchange power 

Charge exchange current (50%0. 50%T) 

Charge exchange energy 

Tota1 disruption energy 

o Uniform wa11s (Radiation) 

Disruption time 

o Lo1ca walls 

(on to 30% of the wa11 with an 
additiona1 peaking fact~r of 2) 

Disruption t!me 

Tota1 average neutron f1ux 

工ntegrated14 Mev neutron f1ux 

Tota1 number shots 

Tota1 number disruptions 

Heat 10ads during norma1 operation 

Surface heat f1ux from p1asma 

Surface heat f1ux from pump 1imiter 

Tota1 surface heat f1ux 

Average nuc1ear heating 

Heat 10ads during disruption 

o Uniform 10ad 

Disruption time 

o Peaked 10ad 

Disruption time 

o Tota1 10ad 
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Table III-7-2 Concepts of the f irst wall

Structure

Integration with
blanket

First wall palte

Plate thickness

Plate/tile width

grooves/gap

Substrate

Coolant

Cross section

Stainless steel first wall

Tube panel type

Integrated

316 SS plates with grooves

inboard: 12.5 mm
outboard: 10.5 mm

20 mm

grooves
depth: inboard 11 mm

outboard 9 mm
width: 1 ram

316 SS tube panel

D20/H20

Ceramic plate first wall

Brazed ceramic tiles on
metallic substrate

Armor plate separated
from blanket

Pyrolitic graphite or
newly developed SiC
tiles

5 mm

19 mm

gap

width: 1 mm

Al tube panel

D20/H20

- 7 6 -
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Tab1e III四 7四 2 Concepts of the first wa11 

Stain1ess stee1 first wa11 Ceramic plate first wa11 

Structure Tube pane1 type 

Integration with I Integrated 
b1anket 

First wa11 pa1te I 316 SS p1ates with grooves 

P1ate thickness inboard: 12.5 mm 
outboard: 10.5阻

P1ate/ti1e width 20 mm 

grooves/gap grooves 
depth: inboard 11 mm 

outboard 9 mm 
width: 1mm 

Substrate 316 SS tube pane1 

Coo1ant D20/H20 

Cross section 

ー76-

Brazed ceramic ti1es on 
meta11ic substrate 

Armor p1ate separated 
from b1anket 
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8. Divertor Collector Plate and Limiter

The concept of pumped limiter was applied.

The curved double-edged limiter located at the bottom of the plasma

chamber is recommended from considerations of pumping function and

heat load.

As structural concept, the brazed limiter plate is chosen as re-

ference with back-up alternative concept of mechanically attached li-

miter plate with rough surface between armor and heat sink structure

for better thermal conductance.

Strips of armor plate array are inclined by 5 degree from hori-

zontal surface in a direction perpendicular to torus axis.

Surface material is pyrolitic graphite for both concepts and newly

developed silicon carbide for brazed limiter plate concept. Heat sink

material is 0.2 % Ag oxgen-free copper or aluminum which is brazed

on.316 stainless steel rein forcement structure for electromagnetic

force.

Coolant of the pumped limiter is light water with velocity of

7 m/sec and pressure of 10 atm.

Design conditions are shown in Table III-8-1. Configurations

of the pumped limiter are summerized in Table III-8-2.
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Table III-8-1 Design Conditions of Pumped Limiter

Plasma parameter

Particle flux e-folding distance

Heat flux e-folding distance

Total energy to the pump limiter

Particle confinement time

Disruption

energy flux

duration

frequency Stage I

Stage II and III

2.5 cm

1.1 cm

80 MW

0.11 s

534 J/cm2

20 ms (Reference)

5 ms (Alternative)

5 x io-3

io-3
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Tab1e III-8-1 Design Conditions of Pumped Limiter 
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Table III-8-2 Concept of Pumped Limiter

Shape

Location

Structure

Material
armor palte

heat sink

reinforcement
rough surface
connection bolt

Armor plate
thickness
width

Heatsink
thickness
coolant channel

Reinforcement

Cooling
coolant
temperature
velocity
pressure
pressure drop

Cross section

Reference Alternative

curved double-edged limiter

bottom of bottom of plasma chamber

brazed plate limiter
on reinforcement

pyrolitic grap

mechanically attached
limiter plate with
rough surface between •
armor and heat sink
on reinforcement

tiite or new SiC

0.2 % Ag oxgen-free copper

316 stain.

5 mm
19-7 mm

Less steel
W

W coated by ceramic

15 mm
130 mm

9 mm
5 m x 16 mm

35 mm

light water
50°C (inlet)/70°C (outlet)

7 m/sec
10 atm
1.6 atm
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Table 111-8-2 Concept of Pumped Limiter 

Reference A1ternative 

Shape curved doub1e-edged 1imiter 

bottom of bottom of plasma chamber Location 

Structure brazed plate limiter I mechanica11y attached 
on reinforcement I 1imiter p1ate with 

rough surface between 
armor and heat sink 
on reinforcement 

Materia1 
armor palte pyrolitic graphite or new SiC 

heat sink 0.2 % Ag oxgen-free copper 

reinforcement 
rough surface 
connection bo1t 

316 stain1ess stee1 
W 

Armor p1ate 
thickness 
width 

5mm 
19.7 mm 

15 mm 
130 mm 

W coated by ceramic 

Heatsink 
thickness 
coo1ant channe1 

9mm 
5 m X 16 mm 

Reinforcement 35 mm 
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9. Tritium Breeding Blanket Concept

Tritium breeding blanket is incorporated in INTOR based on economic

and tritium availability considerations. From the engineering point of

view, it is proposed that the blanket be limited to the outboard and

upper region of the reactor. A minimum net breeding ratio of 0.6 was

recommended for the blanket. Li2O was selected as breeding material

because of its high breeding potential and relatively high thermal

conductivity. Modified 316 SS was selected as candidate structural

material because stainless steel has a relatively rich irradiation

experience in fast breeder reactors. Being based ona principle that

blanket structure be simple, BOT/NM (Breeder Out of Tube/Non Moderator)

type was selected as the reference blanket structure. Heat generated

in the blanket is removed by water coolant flowing in the properly

arranged tubes with poloidal axes. In this concept, it is easy to load

the.breeding material into the blanket vessel in inert gas atmosphere

and a net tritium breeding ratio of 0.6 is obtained by the simplest

structure (i.e. without neutron multiplier and neutron moderator).

Low temperature water coolant is used for all blanket regions, namely

H20 for the breeding blanket and D20 for the first wall because of tritium

breading capability. Considering difference of maintenance frequency,

first wall and blanket are separated. First wall is tube-panel structure

of 316 SS and its thickness was determinal considering erosion by sputter-

ing during INTOR lifetime. A grooved structure was selected to reduce

thermal stresses. The breeder which consists of small pebbles of natural

isotopic Li2O is packed in the blanket vessel. A diameter of 1 mm was
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arranged tubes with po1oidal axes. 1n this concept， it is easy to 10ad 

the.breeding materia1 into the b1anket vesse1 in inert gas atmosphere 

and a net tritium breeding ratio of 0.6 is obtained by the simp1est 

structure (i.e. without neutron mu1tiplier and neutron moderator). 

Low temperature water coo1ant is used for a11 b1anket regions， namely 

H20 for the breeding b1anket and D20 for the first wa11 because of trltium 

breeding capabi1ity. Considering difference of maintenance frequency， 

first wall and b1anket are separated. First wall is tube-panel structure 

of 3165S and its thickness was determina1 considering erosion by sputter-

ing during INTOR 1ifetime. A grooved structure was selected to reduce 

therma1 stresses. The breeder which consists of smal1 pebb1es of natural 

isotopic Li20 is packed in the b1anket vesse1. A diameter of 1 mm was 
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chosen for the pebbles in order to reduce the wall effect of the coolant

tubes. Heat generated in the blanket wall is removed by the coolant

tubes welded to the wall. Axes of tubes are toroidal direction because

they work as reinforcement of blanket vessel. A helium gas gap is

provided around the coolant tubes in breeding zone to control the minimum

temperature of Li~0. Generated tritium is recovered by helium purge gas

(0.1 MPa) flowing in breeding zone.

Major specifications of the reference blanket design are summarized in

TableIH-9-1 and cross sectional view of the blanket is shown in Fig.III-9-1.

There exist various uncertainties in the design parameters of blanket.

Blanket integrity and in-situ continuous recovery of generated tritium

should be secured even if there are uncertainties in parameters.

From the structural consideration that the coolant tubes should be

practicably arranged, the temperature range of 45O°C ^ 700°C was chosen

for the nominal operating temperature range for I^O.

As the limits of temperature range during reactor operation for

Li20 was assumed to be 400°C ^> l,000°C from thermodynam.i.c consideration,

it is possible to operate the blanket with the Permissible Range of

Power Density variation (PRPD) of 862 ^ 150%, without additional tempera-

ture control (i.e. active control).

For the blanket operation beyond the PRPD (Ap, 86 'V' 150Z) active

control of temperature was required. The method to regulate the thermal

resistance of gap layer was considered to be practicable.

In order to design more realistic blanket, further examination

should be required on the following items:
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i) definition of the range of power density variation anticipated

in tritium breeding blanket operation.

ii) examination for fabrication errors, uncertainties of material

properties and predicted power density by R&D.

iii) improvement of structural design for active control method,

if necessary.

iv) improvement of affective thermal conductivity of breeder zone

(e.g. mixing beryllium pebbles).
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Table I I I - 9 - 1 Major Specif ications of Revised Trit ium

Breeding Blanket

Blanket Type

Breeder

Breeder Out of Tube/ Non Moderator

Li-0 Pebbles (85% Theoretical Density)

Tempearture Limits of Li-0

( LTRO°)

Diameter

Packing Froction

Lower Limit

Upper Limit

1 mm

70 %

400°C

1000°C

Tempearture Control

Operation Temperature of L i -0

Nominal Temperature

Coolant Tube Arrangement according to

Power Density/ Thermal Gap around

the Tubes (stagnont He Gas)

100% Li2O

( NVDP ,Tn )

Systematic Temperature (Ts)

mm.

max*

max.

450°C

700°C

800°C

Permissible*Range of Power

Density Variation ^passive ,PRPD)

based on NVDP

based on Ts

Permissible Range of Power

Density Variation f^ctivee,PRPD)

Change of Thermal Resistance of

Gap Layer

86% -

of the standard

power density

86% —129%

50% Li20 + 50% Be

450 °C

620 °C

He Sweep stagnant He 64% ~126%

Tritium Breeding Ratio (local)

(Coolant for First Wall : Dj

86% -173%

-1.0

(natural lithium); (30% 6Li)
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Toble 111-9ー1 Major Specifications of Revised Tritium 

8reeding 810nket 

Blanket Type 8reeder Out of Tube/ Non M吋 erotor

Breeder Li
2
0 Pebbles (85% oTheoretical Density) 

T田 lpeartureLimits of Li
2
0 

( LTRO
o
) 

Tempeorture Control 

Operotion T町 lperotureof li
2
0 

Nαninol T師 peroture

( NVDpb， Tn ) min. 

町悶x.

Systemotic Temperoture
c 

(Ts) 

mox. 

Permissible' Ronge of Power 

Diometer 1 mm 

Pocking Froction 70 % 

Lower Limit 

Upper Limit 

4α)OC 

1α)JOc 

Coolant Tube Arrangement occording to 

Power Density/ Thermol Gap orou吋

the Tubes (stognont He Gas) 

~OO% Li20 

4500C 

7000C 

BOOOC 

15C1% Li20 + 5儲 Be

4500C 

620・c

Density Voriotion向。s山 ed，PRPD)

bosed on NVDP 86% -150% 86%-173% 

bosed on Ts 

Permissible Range of Power 

Density Voriotion位。ctivee，p RPD) 

Change of Thermol Resistonce of 

Gcp Loyer 

He Sweep -・ stognontHe 

T… 

。fthe stondord 

power density 

B6% -129% 

64% -126% 

(にCo∞。10。町n叫ltfor First "011 円0) (naturol lithium)/ (3鴎 6Li)
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Table I I I - 9 - 1 ( c o n t ' d )

Coolant Tube 10 mm O.D.

Arrangement ( see Fig.3.5 )

Coolant Pressurized Water (IMPa)

Inlet Temperature 50 C

Outlet Temperature ?0°C

Pressure Loss 0.3 MPa

Max. Velocity 4.5 m/sec

Tritium Purge Gas Helium

Flow Rate 200 Nm3/hr

Pressure Loss 0.015 MPa

Note : a. Limits of Temperature Range during Reactor Operation.

b. Nominal Values of the Design Parameters.

c. The following errors were considered in estimating the

temperature : pitch of tube 1 mm, pocking froction

of Li-0 5 %, and thermal conductivity of li.O 10 %.

d. PRPD for passive control.

e. PRPD for active control.
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Toble III-9-1 (cont・d)

Coo1o内tTube 10 mm 0.0. 

Arrongement ( see Fig.3.5 
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10. Radiation shield system

Neutronics analysis in INTOR-Phase HA consists of

following 5 studies:

(1) effects of first wall and blanket design to the

tritium breeding ratio

(2) neutron shield to protect TF coils

(3) bulk and penetration shields for personnel access

(4) nuclear heating in pump limiter and cryo-panel.

Analysis was based on neutron and gamma ray transport

calculations using ANISN, MORSE-I codes. Induced activ-

ities were obtained using THIDA code system. A coupled

42 group neutron and 21 group gamma ray cross section

set GIC*4 0 was employed.

To meet the design criterion of a net breeding ratio

0.65 assuming a 60% blanket coverage, the first wall is

integrated with the blanket structurally. D2O cooling

in the first wall which is made of 316S.S does not re-

quire 6Li enrichment particularly as breeding material.

However, the use of H2O coolant, which needs the enriched

Li2O more than 30%
 6Li in order to meet the criterion,

was chosen because of the simplicity and inexpensive

cost of cooling system. Parameter survey also indicates

that an optimum thickness of neutron multiplier is about

5 cm thick lead.
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The first wall reduces it thickness due to spattering.

On tne contrary Li atoms are consumed through nuclear

reactions. As a result, the net breeding ratio changes

from 0.69 at the beginning to 0.74 at the end of plant

operation.

Outboard bulk shield and penetration shield have suffi-

cient shielding ability to protect TF coiid. However

space between the inner leg of the TF coil and the

first wall is so limited that the vacuum boundary is

simplified to a single wall instead of double one.

This configuration yields an additional shielding space.

Study of shield composition shows that stainless steel

barely satisfies the design criterion of 10l8n/cm2

neutron flux in the superconductors. The use of Cu and

W in part reduces the total fluence by half, and the

amount of induced radio activities does not change sig-

nificantly. Table m-10-1 summarizes the radiation

response in the inboard region of the TF coils.

The biological dose rate outside the shield one day

after shut down is nearly the criterion of 2.5 mrem/h

when the blanket access door is covered with 1̂ 2 cm

thick lead liner. The calculations show that the in-

duced activities around the exhaust duct shield is large,,

and additional shield is necessary for personnel access.

The RF duct is composed of 4 small ducts in parallel

which may be replaced by a duct of 1 m diameter. In

this model lead liner of 2^3 cm thick around the RF
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duct shield of 1 m thick reduces the total dose rate

to 2.5 mrem/h just outside the blanket access door.

Maximum nuclear heating was found to be 16 W/cm3 at the

copper cooling tubes, while the graphite armors have a

value of 8.5 W/cm3. Streaming neutrons through the

exhaust duct give rise to nuclear heating of 10 W in

cryo-panels altogether, which is less important in the

cryo-pump compared to other thermal loads.

Table m-10-1 Summary of Radiation Response in TF Coils

Nuclear heating in

12 TF coils kW

Maximum neutron

fluence n/cm2

Maximum induced

resistivity in Cu fi-cm

Maximum dose to

thermal insulator rad

Design
Criteria

<5

<1018

<9xlO-8

<1010

Present

Outboard

0.014

1.6*1O1S

1.4X10"10

2*106

Design

Inboard

1

5.2xl017

4xio-8

3.7xlO8

(based on 1.3 MW/m2 neutron wall load, 6 MW-a/m2

integral neutron wall load)
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11. Tritium and Vaccum Systems

11.1 Tritium System

Tritium Systems in INTOR are needed to (i) purify and recycle tritium

for the plasma fuel cycle, (ii) recover tirtium form the breeding blanket,

(iii) maintain the tritium levels in the primary coolant at low level,

and (iv) provide tritium containment and atmospheric cleanup, etc.

The Fuel Gas Circulation System (FCS) is designed to reprocess 23.2 g

mole/hr of helium-contained fuel gas. The burned fuel gas is pumped out

from plasma vessel by means of Cryogenic Pumping Unit. Tritium and

helium are pumped out with cryocondensation panel and with cryosorption

panel, respectively. Cryogenic Pumping Unit is regenerated after a

2-hour operation. Regenerated gas is sent to a Purification Unit (I),

in which impurities except helium are removed from fuel gas by using

cold traps. After this purification process, helium impurity is removed

from fuel gas by means of Purification Unit (II), which consists of

9 palladium permeators. Only Hydrogen isotopes are sent to the Isotope

Separation Unit, in which hydrogen isotopes are separated to T2, D2, DT

and Ho by using the cryogenic distillation method.

The Breeding Blanket Tritium Recover System (BRS), Which recovers

the tritium generated in the blanke.,, is designed to recycle tritium-

contained helium gas of 200 Nm /hr at atmospheric pressure. Tritium gas

in helium sweep gas is converted to tritium oxide (TO) by Catalytic

Oxidizer. Then sweep gas is cooled and passed to Molecular Sieve (MS)

dryer. T 0 and H 0 are absorbed in MS dryer and water vapor pressure is

decreased below 1 ppm. Four MS dryers are operated in shifts of 12 hrs to

minimize adsorption time per dryer. Regeneration of MS dryer is carried out
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with regenerating helium gas of 573 K. The desorbed water is condensed

with cold traps of 288 K and drained continuously. Tritiated water

recovered is then passed to electrolysis cell in continuous mode.

Tritium gas produced in the electrolysis cell is sent to the purifica-

tion unit of the Fuel Gas Circulation System (FCS).

Tritium permeation rate into primary coolant is expected to be at

the level of about 1,000 Ci/day. Though the tritium permeation rate

may be reduced by adopting the permeation barriers such as oxide film

layer and non-metallic coating, the viability of such permeation barriers

is uncertain. The most practical method to keep the acceptable tritium

level in coolant is to install the Tritium Processing System in

Primary Cooling System. Water distillation process selected as a

Primary Coolant Tritium Processing System is designed to process 10

tons/day of primary coolant. The design parameters of Primary Coolant

Processing System is summarized in Table III—11—1.

The Air Cleaning System is designed to provide detritiation of

reactor room atmosphere for maintenance and accident tritium release.

The Air Cleaning System, which consists of catalytic oxidizer and MS

dryers, is designed to operate to reduce the activity level of the

contaminated reactor room. The dominant factors for the design of the

Air Cleaning System at a reasonable cost are the reactor room volume,

tritium leakage rate into the reactor room, and the effects of soak-in.

Further works are needed in deciding the required flow rate of the Air

Cleaning System.
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Table III—11—1 Design Parameters of Primary Coolant Processing System

Items

1) Primary Cooling System

a) Tritium permeation into system

b) Tritium leakage rate from system

c) Coolant leakage rate

d) Processing rate

f) Tritium concentration of coolant

2) Primary Coolant Tritium Processing System

a) Processing method

b) Packing column

c) Feed coolant to tower

Feed rate

Tritium concentration

PH

d) Top product

Production rate

Tritium concentration

e) Bottom production

Production rate

Tritium concentration

Design parameters

620. Ci/day

< 1. Ci/day

1. S/year

10. m /day

62. Ci/n"

water distillation
(under vacuum)

ordered packing

10.

62.

6-7

9-9

6.2

0.1

m /day

Ci/m3

m /day

Ci/m3

m3/day

5.58x1O3 Ci/m3
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Table 111-11-1 Design Parameters of PrimarγCoolant Processing System 
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< 1. Ci/day 
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2) PrimarγCoolant Tritium Processing System 

a) Processing method 

b) Packing column 

c) Feed'coolant to tower 

Feed rate 

water distillation 
(under vacuum) 

orde!'ed packing 

Ttitium concentration 

10. m3/d3.Y 

62. Ci/m3 

6・7PH 

d) Top product 

Production rate 

T~itium concentration 

e) Bottom production 

P!'oduction rate 

Tritiu!l1 cODcentration 

9・9 m3/day 

6.2 C1/m3 

0.' m3/day 
3 _~ 1_3 

5.58xl0'" Ci/m 
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11.2 Vacuum system

The toroidal vacuum chamber is pumped down with 12 pump-

ing stations. Each station is connected with the pump

limiter throat by a bending exhaust duct of 1.2x1.2 m

cross section and 14.4 m length. Evaluations of duct

conductance shows that the pumping speed of 12 pumps

for helium should be 5.4X101* %/s in order to obtain the

effective helium pumping speed of 2x105 l/s. Similarly,

the pumping speed for deutrium and tritium are 5.4xio5

£/s and 8.7x105 l/s, respectively.

Cryosorption pumps are used to pump helium and condensa-

tion pumps are used to pump D-T mixture. Therefore two

compound pumps are installed in parallel at each exhaust

duct. Each compound pump has a double sided cryosorption

panel with charcoal absorbents working around 4°K, cover-

ed with two cryocondensation panels each side. The

vacuum chamber can be pumped down to the initial base

pressure of 5x10"8 Torr assuming the outgassing rate of

7xio~7 Torr • Jl/s-m2 . These compound pumps also meet the

design criterion of pre-shot base pressure. It can be

reached within 8 sec. during the dwell time if the par-

ticle release rate is 2x1013/cm2-s.

The regeneration time can be as short as 2 hours with

help of an auxiliary heater and a refrigerator. The

tritium inventry in compound pumps is 44 g. The total

heat load was evaluated to be 96 W in which 14 W is
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generated by tritium decay and 10 W caused by streaming

neutrons through the exhaust duct.

It each pump station, a turbomolecular pump of 5x103

£/s and oil-free mechanical pump are included as the

back up system.
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12. Machine Operation and Test Program

Operational schedule of INTOR has been defined In Phase I Work-

shop and it Is described In detail In the Phase I Report.

The schedule is devided into three stages.

1st Stage: Learnig how to operate the device so as to obtain

optimum performance. Approximately three years.

2nd Stage: Operating for engineering tests. Achieving 25 %

availability. Approximately four years.

3rd Stage: Maximize availability and accumulate fluence.

6-7 MWy/m2 is highly desirable.

Future information of the operational shcedule is given in Table III-12-1.

INTOR will certaily be a vital source of technical data for

designing DEMO. However, although INTOR is considered as a major

device leading to DEMO in the program of commercialization of nuclear

fusion, it will be necessary to establish a complementary program

in both physics and engineering areas. It is discussed briefly below.

An extensive program of experimental and theoretical plasma

physics should be necessary for designing INTOR itself and it will

provide supplementary information needed for DEMO. Major tokamaks

including those being built at present will provide useful information

of plasma physics for DEMO, in such areas as plasma shaping, profile

control and current drive.

Major role of INTOR in providing plasma physics information will
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be that INTOR will be used to demonstrate an ignited plasma with

optimized plasma parameters under controlled and reproduciable con-

ditions .

INTOR will also be used for development of engineering technology

for designing and constructing DEMO.. In many areas, however, simul-

ation experiments using complementary facilities for DEMO will be

necessary. For instance, although INTOR will play an important role

in developing structural materials for fusion reactor, complementary

facilities such as fission reactors and accelerators like FMIT for

simulating irradiation in fusion environment will also be needed to

DEMO.

Verification of performance of components and systems of INTOR

will be another important role to be played by the device for design-

ing DEMO. In particular, performance tests of components or modules

purposely placed into INTOR for DEMO, such as sector of blanket for

breeding tritium and generating electricity, will provide key inform-

ation for DEMO. However, there are many problems to be tuckled more

easily and readily by conducting simulation experiments using comple-

mentary facilities, rather than using INTOR. For example, an acceler-

ator for providing DT neutrons like the Fusion Neutronics Source, FNS,

will be'a useful device for providing valuable informations of blanket

neutronics.

The discussion mentioned above leads to a conclusion that a

judicious test program definig detail roles of INTOR and complementary

facilities for designing and constructlong should be developed.
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Table I I I - 1 2 - 1 INTOR STAGED OPERATION SCHEDULE

1
<£>
O l

1

Stage

IA

IB

E

m

Years

1

2

4

8

Emphas'is

Hydrogen plasma operation
Engineering check-out

D-t plasma operation

Engineering testing

Upgraded engineering
testing"

Availability

10%

15%

25%

50%

a Based on 200s shots and 80Z duty cycle (100s shots and 70%
neutron wall loading and the Indicated availability.

Annual
tritium
consumption
(kg)

-

3.6

6.9

13.8

duty cycle in

Annual
total(0-l«feV)a b
neutronfluence *
(n/mz.a)

-

1.8xlOs

3.2X1025

6.4xiO^

stage I ) , 620MW(th

Annual
14MeV neutron
fiuencea'c

(MW.a/m2)

0.16

0.31

0.26

Annual
number of
shot*

2.2X10"

3.3x10"

3.1x10"

6.2x10"

flat-top power, 1.3MW/ra2

Total
number of
shots

2.2x10"

6.6xio"
1.2X105

5.0X105

average

JA
E

R
I-

s
to
1

-j

o
At the outboard location of the test modules. These values are representative; the actual values depend upon the design details.

Based on a geometric peaking factor of 1.2 at the outboard location of the test modules.

The requirement on Stage HI is to accumulate rr 5MW.a/m2 within£10 years after the end of Stage Q . This could be achieved in
several ways; the case given here i s only a representative one.
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INTOR STAGED OPERATI0N SCHEDULE 

Annua1 Annua1 Annua1 Annua1 Tota1 
Stage Years Emphasis Avai1abi1ity tritium tota1(0-14胎 V)a.b 14Mev neau，E trm nu田Ibeaof number of 

consumption
a 
neutronfluence-' fiuence shotc shots 

(kg) (n/m2.a) (MW.a/m2) 

lA 1 Hydrogen p1asma operation 10% ー ー 2.2X10¥ 2.2x10¥ 
Engineering check-out 

1B 2 D-T p1as圃aoperation 15% 3.6 L8xlO25 0.16 3.3x lO~ 6.6xio~ 

E 4 Engineering testing 25% 6.9 3.2x10お 0.31 3.1X10¥ 1.2X105 

E 8 Upgradeg4-enS1neer1ng 50% 13.8 6.4x10坦 0.26 6.2x10¥ 5.0x105 

testin 

Table II1-12-1 

BaEied on 200・shotsand 80% duty cyc1e (100s shots and 70% duty cyc1e in stage 1). 620削 (th)f1at-top power. 1.3MW/m2 average 
neutron官a1110ading and the indicated avai1abi1ity. 

At the outboard 1ocation of the test modu1es. These va1ues are representat1veo the actua1 va1ues depend upon the des1gn deta11s・
Based on a geometric peaking factor of 1.2 at the outboard 1ocation of the test阻odu1es.

官官erequirement on Stage m is to accumu1ate"" SMW. a/m2 within~ 10 years after the end of Stage立.

・evera1官aysothe case given here is on1y a representative one. 
This cou1d be ach1eved in 
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b 
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13. Schedule

Time schedule is shown in Fig. IH-13-1. The design period is

five years. The construction period is seven years.
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13. Schedu1e 

Time schedu1e is shown in Fig・III-13-1. The design period is 

five years. The construction period is seven years. 
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